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1.1 Historical introduction 
Frame (locale) theory is concerned with the study of topological spaces from a 
lattice-theoretic point of view. The earliest work of this nature dates back to the 
late 30's in the form of two classical papers by Stone [85) and Wallman [89]. An 
account of the influence of Stone's work on various branches of mathematics is 
given in Johnstone's book [54). A brief history of the development of point-free 
topology appears in the notes of Chapter 2 of the same book, and recent devel-
opments are discussed by Banaschewski in [10). See also [55] for a motivation for 
this point-free perspective. 
Our thesis is primarily concerned with a frame-theoretic version of E-compact 
spaces. E-regular and E-compact spaces were first introduced by Engelking and 
Mrowka [36] as a common generalisation of compact and realcompact spaces. The 
more general theory of £-regular and £-compact spaces was developed by Herrlich 
[44] - originally unaware of the work of Engelking and Mrowka (See [46].) - in 
order to obtain a common generalisation of compactness, realcompactness and /'\,-
compactness. The ~-compact spaces were introduced by Herrlich [43] to measure 
the 'degree of compactness' of Hausdorff spaces. These classes of £-regular and 












isomorphism-closed epirefiective subcategories of Top and Haus respectively. 
The first notion of frame-theoretic realcompactness is due to Madden and Ver-
meer [60]. The authors showed that those frames that are closed quotients of 
a copower of the open set lattice of the reals are precisely the regular Lindelof 
frames. This, together with the fact that the spectra of such frames are real-
compact spaces motivated the authors to call such frames 'realcompact frames'. 
At this stage the prevailing point of view was that "regular o--frames are the cor-
rect lattice-theoretic setting for the topological notion of realcompactness" [15]. 
Schlitt [77] later on provided a conservative notion of realcompactness of a frame 
Lin terms of the frame of completely regular ideals on L. This definition, and the 
construction of the point-free version of the Hewitt-realcompactification obtained 
by Schlitt was expressed in terms of ideals on the o--frame CozL of all cozero 
elements of L [62]. It was with the recent paper by Banaschewski and Gilmour 
[17] that the precise role that regular o--frames play in connection with realcom-
pactness had become evident. The authors showed that a frame L is realcompact 
iff every maximal o--ideal I E CozL is principal, illustrating the distinction with 
Lindelof frames: A completely regular frame is Lindelof iff every o--ideal I E CozL 
is contained in a principal ideal.· In the same paper, Banaschewski and Gilmour 
showed that the regular Lindel6f frames are those frames that are complete with 
respect to their real uniformity, and the realcompact frames are the frames that 
are Cauchy complete with respect to the same uniformity. 
The study of N-compact frames has followed roughly the same course as that 
of realcompactness. Paseka [71] defined a frame L to be N-compact if Lis a closed 
quotient of a copower of the frame ON. He then showed that the N-compact frames 
are precisely the zero dimensional Lindelof frames. This same result was observed 
earlier on by Schlitt [77] who furthermore obtained the equivalence of this with 
the Axiom of Countable Choice [79]. As with realcompactness Schlitt formulated 












Gilmour showed that the zero dimensional Lindelof frames are the frames that 
are complete with respect to the uniformity generated by all countable covers of 
complemented elements, whereas the N-compact frames are the Cauchy complete 













The main purpose of this thesis is to develop a point-free notion of E-compactness. 
Our approach follows that of Banascheski and Gilmour in [17]. Any regular frame 
E has a fine nearness and hence induces a nearness on an E-regular frame L. We 
show that the frame L is complete with respect this nearness iff L is a closed 
quotient of a copower of E. This resembles the classical definition, but it is not 
a conservative definition: There are spaces that may be embedded as closed sub-
spaces of powers of a space E, but their frame of opens are not closed quotients of 
copowers of the frame of opens of E. A conservative definition of E-compactness 
is obtained by considering Cauchy completeness with respect to this nearness. 
Another central notion in the thesis is that of l'L-Lindelof frames, a generali-
sation of Lindelof frames introduced by J.J. Madden [59]. In the last chapter we 
investigate the interesting relationship between the completely regular l'L-LindelOf 
frames and the l'L-compact frames. 
Outline of the thesis 
Chapter two deals with l'L-LindelOf frames. In particular we discuss the result of 
J.J. Madden that this category is a corefiective subcategory of the category of all 
completely regular frames. We give a slightly different presentation of the core-
fiection obtained by Madden. 
In chapter three we characterise all those quotients of frames that are spatial. In 
particular, we use this characterisation to obtain alternative proofs of some famil-
iar results. In this chapter we also consider the maximal spectrum of a frame and 
"T1" frames. Finally, we discuss the relatively spatial quotients of Banaschewski 
and Hong [18]. Here an extension (called the relatively spatial hull) of a strict 
corefiective subcategory of the category of regular frames is obtained, with core-












Chapter four deals with frame-theoretic realcompactness. We review the exist-
ing theory of realcompactness in frames and obtain the realcompact coreflection 
as the relatively spatial quotient with respect to the real points of /3L. 
In chapter five we consider strongly zero dimensional frames. In particular we 
characterise these frames as those for which the cozero part is zero dimensional. As 
with realcompactness, we obtain the N-compact coreflection of a zero dimensional 
frame as the relatively spatial quotient with respect to the natural points of ( L. 
We close this chaper with a discussion of N-pseudocompact frames. 
In the final chapter we study E-compact frames. We firstly show that the 
frames that are closed quotients of copowers of a regular frame E are precisely 
the frames that are complete with respect to the nearness induced by the fine 
nearness on E. We call such frames E-complete. Spaces that may be embed-
ded as closed subspaces of powers of a space E are called E-compact spaces and 
were initially introduced as a common gener lisation of compact, zero dimensional 
compact, realcompact and N'-compact spaces. (The realcompact spaces are pre-
cisely the Ill-compact spaces.) It has already been established that the frames of 
open sets of realcompact spaces are not necessarily O!ll-complete, and similarly 
the frames of open sets of N'-compact spaces are not necessarily ON-complete. In 
fact it was shown by Madden and Vermeer [60] that the O!ll-complete frames are 
exactly the regular Lindelof frames and later on by Schlitt [77] and Paseka [71] 
that the ON-complete frames are exactly the zero dimensional Lindelof frames. 
This chapter deals essentially with more general forms of these two results. It was 
shown by Rusek [51], [52] and Hong [49] that the categories of k-compact spaces 
(introduced by Herrlich [43]) and the zero dimensionally k-compact spaces (intro-
duced by Hong [49]) are simple in Haus. (A subcategory is called simple if it is 
the epireflective hull of a single space. In the case of subcategories of Haus this 
is equivalent to each space in the subcategory being E-compact for some space 












H,,, and H~ respectively) and show that the H,,,-complete frames are exactly the 
completely regular 11:-Lindelof frames and the H~-complete frames are precisely the 
zero dimensional 11:-Lindelof frames. 
In exact analogy to [17], we define the E-compact frames as those frames that 
are Cauchy complete with respect to their E-nearness. Thus 11:-compact frames 
are defined as those frames that are Cauchy complete with respect to their H,,,-
nearness, and the zero dimensionally 11:-compact frames are those frames that are 
Cauchy complete with respect to their H~-nearness. These notions are shown to 
be conservative, i.e. they are the exact frame-theoretic analogues of classical 11:-
compactness, zero dimensional 11:-compactness and E-compactness. 
We close the chapter with a discussion of the frame-theoretic analogue of Her-












1. 3 Preliminaries 
In this section we provide the background material that are necessary in order to 
read this thesis. Other general introductions to frame theory may be found in [7] 
(The lecture notes for this series of lectures presented by Professor Banaschewski 
also appears in a typed yet unpublished manuscript.) as well as [54] and [87]. We 
have tried as far as possible to be consistent with the notation and nomenclature 
of [7]. 
1.3.1 Frames and K-frames 
Let K, be any regular cardinal. By a /),-set we shall mean a set having cardinality 
strictly less than K,. A frame L. (respectively /),-frame) is a bounded lattice (with 
bottom 0 and top e) for which every subset (respectively K,-subset) S has a join 
V LS satisfying the infinite distributive law: 
a/\ VS= V{a/\ sis ES} 
L L 
where a E L. We shall suppress the subscript if it is obvious from the context. 
Frame (respectively /),-frame) homomorphisms preserve binary meets and infinite 
joins (respectively joins of K,-sets) as well as the bottom 0 and top e, forming a 
category denoted by Frm (repectively K,Frm.) 
If K, = w1 , a /),-frame is called a a-frame. Typical examples of a-frames are the 
cozero~set lattices of topological spaces. The topologies of spaces are typical ex-
amples of frames. Such frames are called spatial frames. The dual of the category 
of frames is denoted by Loe, the objects being called locales. 
An element a of a frame or /),-frame Lis said to be rather below bin L (written 
a -< b) if there exists a separating element s E L such that a/\ s = 0 and b V s = e. 
A frame L with the property that every a E L may be written as a join of elements 
rather below it is called regular. A /),-frame L is called regular if every a E L may 












L, CozL is a sub-a--frame of L and furthermore CozL join generates L iff L is 
completely regular. See [16] and [12] for a detailed discussion on the cozero part 
of a frame. 
1.3.2 Frames and topological spaces 
The lattice OX of opens of a topological space Xis a frame. Furthermore, for any 
continuous map f: X--+ Y the map h: OY--+ OX defined by h(U) = 1-1 (U) is 
a frame homomorphism. This gives a contravariant functor 0 from the category 
Top of topological spaces to Frm. 
On the other hand, given a frame L, we denote by LiL the set of all prime 
elements of L. This set endowed with the topology consisting of the open sets Lia = 
{p E LiLla </:. p} for a E L is called the spectrum of L. We shall not discriminate 
between the space LiL and the underlying set. Any frame homomorphism h: M--+ 
L has a right adjoint h*, where h*(y) = V{x E Mlh(x) = y}. It is easy to see 
that h*(p) is prime whenever pis prime. Furthermore, for a EL, h;1 (Lia) = {p E 
LiLlh*(p) E Lia} = {p E LiLla </:. h*(p)} = {p E LiLlh(a) </:. p} = Lih(a)· Thus, 
for any frame homomorphism h : M --+ L, the map J : LiL --+ LiM defined by 
f(p) = h*(p) is a continuous function. Hence Li is a contravariant functor from 
Frm to Top. The spectrum LiL of a frame L is also described as the space of all 
frame homomorphisms e : L --+ 2 with open sets Lia = { ele( a) = 1} for a E L. A 
third way of describing the spectrum LiL is as the space of completely prime filters 
:F with open sets of the form Lia ={FE LiLla E F} for a E L. A filter :Fis said 
to be completely prime if it is the complement of a principal prime ideal. Unless 
otherwise stated, we shall always use the description of LiL in terms of the prime 
elements of L. 
The functors Li and 0 are adjoint on the right, restricting to a dual equivalence 
between the full subcategories of sober spaces and spatial frames. The adjunction 
maps 'r/L: L--+ OLiL: at-+ Lia and Ex : X--+ LiOX: x t-+ X - clx({x}) are 
respectively the spatial reflection and sobrification. We shall denote the spatial 












full subcategory of all spatial frames by SpFrm. 
1.3.3 Quotients of frames 
A surjective frame homomorphism h : L --+ M is called a quotient map. We say 
that the frame M is a quotient (frame) of L and that L is an extension of M. 
There exists a natural ordering on the set of quotients of a frame L, namely, h :::; k 
if there exists a map c.p : M --+ N (necessarily also a quotient map) such that 
c.p • k = h, where M and N are the codomains of h and k respectively. Note that 
the ordering :::; defined above is a pre-order. We form the poset reflection in the 
usual way, by calling h and k equivalent if h :::; k and k :::; h, and then forming 
the congruence modulo this equivalence relation. The resulting poset is in fact a 
frame. 
A congruence on a frame is an equivalence relation () on L which is a subframe 
of L x L. The lattice of congruences on a frame L is a frame with bottom 0 = 
{(x, x)lx EL} and top e = L x L. 
For any frame map h: L--+ M we call the set {(x,y)lh(x) = h(y)} the kernel 
of h. The kernel of any frame map h : L --+ M is a congruence, and conversely, 
any congruence is a kernel. This gives an isomorphism between the frame of all 
congruences on L and the frame of all quotients on L. 
A nucleus is a map n : L --+ L satisfying: 
Nl: x:::; n(x) for all x EL. 
N2: x:::; y:::;. n(x):::; n(y). 
N3: n2 (x) = n(x) for all x EL. 
N4: n(x /\ y) = n(x) /\ n(y) 
For any nucleus non a frame L, the closure system Fix(n) ={a E Lin( a)= a} 
is a map such that the map n : L --+ Fix( n) is a frame quotient. On the other 












v { x E LI (a, x) E e} is a nucleus. This gives an isomorphism between the frame 
of quotients of Land the the frame of nuclei on L, with the pointwise order. Note 
that for any nucleus n on a frame L, the map n : L--+ Fix(n) is a quotient map, 
and for any quotient map h: L--+ M, the map h*h: L--+ Lis the corresponding 
nucleus. In this case Fix(h*h) ~ M. We shall denote by ctL all three equivalent 
descriptions of the frame of all quotients of L. 
A prenucleus ([5]) on a frame L is a map n0 : L -t L such that: 
PNl: x:::; n0 (x) for all x EL. 
PN2: x :::; y::::} no(x) :S no(y). 
PN3: n0 (x) /\ y :S no(x /\ y). 
Give!). a prenucieus n0 on a frame L, Fix(n0 ) is a closure system, and the 
associated closure operator n is a nucleus. Hence Fix(n0 ) = Fix(n) is a quotient 
frame of L. (See [5], [8].) 
Let L be a frame. A nucleus n on L is called an open (respectively closed) 
nucleus if it is of the form n(x) = a --+ x (respectively n(x) = x Va) for some 
a E L. ( For spatial frames these correspond exactly to the open and closed sub-
spaces of the corresponding spaces.) The corresponding quotients are called open 
(respectively closed) quotients and the resulting quotient frames are isomorphic to 
_j..a (respectively ta.) 
1.3.4 Strong inclusions and compactification of frames 
Let L be any frame. An element a in L is said to be compact if a = VS implies 
a= VF where F is a finite subset of S. The frame L is called compact if its top 
element e is compact. Given any a, b E L, we say a is way below b, written a << b 
if b =VS implies a= VF for some finite F ~ S. 
A compactification of a completely regular frame L is a dense extension h : 
M -t L where M is a compact regular frame. A strong inclusion <Jon a completely 












Sll: x :::; a <lb:::; y * x <l y 
812: <l ~ L x L is a sublattice. 
813: x <la :::} x -< a. 
814: a <lb :::} :3x E L such that a <l x <lb, i.e. <l interpolates. 
815: For each a EL, a= V{x E Llx <la}. 
Given a strong inclusion <l on L, and ideal I is called <l-regular if for each 
a E I there exists b E I such that a <lb. The frame <lJL of all <l-regular ideals 
on L is compact regular, and the join map JL : <lJL --+ L is a compactification 
of L. Given a compactification h : K --+ L of L, then the relation <l defined 
by a <lb iff h*(a) -< h*(b) is a strong inclusion on L. Thus ([6]) the poset of all 
strong inclusions on L is isomorphic to the poset of all compactifications of L. 
The completely below relation -<-< is the largest strong inclusion on L, giving rise 
to the largest compactification of L. This compactification, called the Stone-Cech 
compactification and denoted by /3L, is the compact regular corefl.ection of L to 
the category KRFrm of compact regular frames. (The reader is referred to [20], 
[21] and [6] for an in depth discussion of this compactification.) A -<-<-regular ideal 
is called a completely regular ideal. Thus f3L is the frame of all completely regular 
ideals in L. Another usefull description of f3L is that of the frame of all regular 
ideals in CozL. An ideal I is said to be regular if a E I implies there exists b E I 
such that a -< b. We shall always assume this description of (3L, unless otherwise 
stated. 
A zero dimensional frame has a universal zero dimensional compactification, 
called the Banaschewski compactification. The Banaschewski compactification of 
a zero dimensional frame L may be described as the frame of all ideals on lIBL, and 
is denoted by ( L. The corresponding strong inclusion <liffiL is as follows: x <lJIBL y iff 
there exists b E lIBL such that x :::; b :::; y. Thus (L may equivalently be described 












A frame L is called continuous if each a E L is a join of elements way below 
it. In [6] it is shown that a frame L has a smallest strong inclusion, and hence 
a smallest compactification, iff L is regular continuous. The description of the 
smallest strong inclusion <1 on a regular continuous frame L is as follows: a <1 b iff 
a -< band either t (a*) or tb is a compact frame. (See [6].) 
1.3.5 Nearness Frames 
Let L be a frame. Then a cover of L is a subset A ~ L such that VA = e. The set 
of all covers of Lis denoted by Cov(L). Let A, BE Cov(L). We say A refines B 
(written A ::; B) if for each a E A there exists b E B such that a ::; b. Let A be a 
cover of L. For any x E L, the star of x relative to A is Ax= V {a E Ala/\ x # O}. 
For A ~ C ov ( L), x <IA y means that Ax ::; y for some A E A. A is called admissible 
whenever a = V { x E Llx<IA a} for all a E L. A nearness on L is an admissible filter 
Nin Cov(L). A nearness frame is a frame together with a specified nearness. The 
relation <IA is called the uniformly below relation. For any nearness frame L, NL 
will denote its nearness. Given nearness frames M and L, a frame homomorphism 
h : M --+ L of the underlying frames is called uniform if h[C] E NL for any 
CENM. 
Given any A E Cov(L). Then B E Cov(L) is called a star refinement of A 
(written B :'.S* A) if the cover { Bxlx E B} refines A. A nearness Non Lis called 
a uniformity if for each A E N there exists B E N such that B :S* A. If N is a 
uniformity on L then the uniformly below relation is a strong inclusion on L. The 
nearness N is called strong if for each A EN, the cover A = {x E L\x <IN a for 
some a EA} also belongs to N. 
A uniform map h : M --+ L is called a surjection if it is both onto on the underlying 
frames and the nearnesses. A nearness frame L is said to be complete if every 
dense surjection h : M --+ L is an isomorphism. Any nearness frame has a unique 
completion [24] and furthermore, completion is a coreflection for strong nearness 
frames [19]. A subset F of a nearness frame L is called a (proper) filter if 0 ¢:. F, 












F in L is called a Cauchy filter if C n F =J. f/J for all C E NL. The filter F is said 
to converge if it meets every cover of L. (See [11].) For any frame T, a T-valued 
Cauchy filter on a nearness frame L is a (0, /\, e)-homomorphism <.p : L--+ T such 
that 1.p[C] is a cover for each CE NL. If in addition <.p(a) = V{<.p(x)lx<la} for each 
a E L (where <l is the uniformly below relation) then Lis called a T-valued regular 
Cauchy filter. If <.p is a T-valued Cauchy filter on L, and L is strong, then <.p0 is a 
T-valued regular Cauchy filter on L, where <.p0 = V{<.p(x)lx <la} [19]. A nearness 
frame L is complete iff each T-valued regular Cuachy filter on L is a T-valued 















In [59] Madden presents some basic aspects of the general theory of x;-frames. 
In this paper he proves in particular the equivalence between the categories of 
completely regular x;-frames and completely regular x;-LindelOf frames. (Actually, 
the result in [59] is more general than this, but it is this particular special case 
that we shall consider.) Furthermore, the author also shows that the category of 
completely regular x;-LindelOf frames is coreflective in the category of completely 
regular frames. It is this property that is of particular interest to us, since we shall 
later show how this relates to Herrlich's notion of x;-compactness. 
The present chapter will deal with this very important result. Madden describes 
the completely regular x;-Lindelof coreflection of a completely regular frame L as 
the largest completely regular subframe of the free frame generated by L, consid-
ered as a x;-frame. We shall present a slightly different approach to that of the 
author, following rather the original approach by Reynolds [75] in his description 
of the 'realcompact reflection' in locales. We also discuss the relation between 
strong inclusions on a frame L and ~-Lindelofications of L, thereby obtaining the 
completely regular x;-Lindelof coreflection as an intermediate quotient between the 












2.2 1'1:-Bases and 1'1:-Lindelofication 
As in [59] the cardinal "' we consider is always assumed to be regular. Recall that 
a K,-set is a set of cardinality strictly less than "'· 
Definition 2.1 Let L be a frame. An element a E L is called a K,-element if for 
all subsets S ~ L such that a ~ V S there exists a K,-subset S' ~ S such that 
a ~ VS'. L is called K,-LindelOf if the top element e is a K,-LindelOf element. 
Remark 2.1 As remarked by Madden, thew-Lindelof frames are the compact 
frames, and the w1-Lindelof frames are the Lindelof frames in the usual sense. 
We shall denote the full subcategory of all completely regular K,-Lindelof frames 
by CR"'LindFrm. 
Definition 2.2 Let L be a frame. Then we call a K,-subframe A of L a K,-basis for 
L if A join generates L. 
Examples 
1. For any completely regular frame L, CozL is a regular w1-basis for L. 
2. For any zero dimensional frame L, lffiL is a regular w-basis for L 
Proposition 2.3 A frame L is completely regular iff L has a completely regular 
K,-basis for some uncountable cardinal"'· 
PROOF: If Lis completely regular, then CozL is a basis for L ([16]). On the other 
hand, if L has a completely regular K,-basis A then each a E L is a join of elements 
in A. But since A is completely regular, it follows that each a E L is a join of 












Remark 2.3 The restriction to uncountable cardinals is necessary since a frame 
L is zero dimensional iff L has a completely regular w-basis. 
Let K, be an infinite cardinal. We denote by CozkL the set { s E Lis = VI<, 
I< a K,-Set and k -<-< s for each k E I<}. Note that for any frame L, CozwL is the 
lattice of all complemented elements of L and Cozw1 L is the lattice of all cozero 
elements of L. Also, whenever K, > >., then Coz,,,L 2 Coz>,.L. 
If k -<-< a in a completely regular K,-subframe A of a frame L, then there exists 
a cozero element c of L such that k -<-< c -<-< a. Thus, for any uncountable cardinal 
K,, Coz,,,L consists of exactly those elements that may be expressed as the join of 
a K;-set of cozero elements of L. 
Proposition 2.4 Let L be a frame. Then Coz,,,L is the largest completely regular 
!),-subframe of L. 
PROOF: It is clear that IB\L is the largest completely regular w-subframe of L. We 
now prove the proposition for K, > w. We know that each a E Coz,,,L. is a join of 
a K,-set of cozero elements. Since CozL is a completely regular a-frame, it follows 
that each a E Coz,,,L is a join of a K;-set of cozero elements completely below it. 
Hence Coz,,,L is completely regular. We now show that Coz,,,L is a /),-frame. Let S 
be a /),-subset of Coz,,,L. Then each s E S is a join of a K,-set Ts such that t -<-< s 
for each t E Ts. Now, K, is a regular cardinal, and so T = UsES Ts is a K,-set. 
Furthermore, t -<-<VS for each t ET and VS= VT. Thus, VS E Coz,,,L. 
The fact that Coz,,,L is the largest completely regular /),-subframe of L follows im-
mediately from the definition of Coz,,,L. 0 
Remark 2.4 If L has a completely regular K;-basis, then Coz,,,L is the largest 
one. Thus, for an uncountable cardinal K;, Coz,,,L is the largest completely regular 
/),-basis for a completely regular frame L. Similarly, IB\L is the largest completely 












Given any frame homomorphism h : L --+ M, then h[Coz11:L] ~ Coz11:M since 
a -<-< b in L implies h(a) -<-< h(b) in M. Thus, the restriction of h to Coz11:L 
is a K-frame homomorphism. Hence, CozK is a functor assigning to a completely 
regular frame, its largest completely regular K-basis. 
Let A be a K-frame. A K-ideal on A is an ideal which is closed under joins of 
K-sets. We denote by 1i11:A the frame of all K-ideals of A. 
For any K-frame homomorphism <p: A--+ B, the map r:p: 1i11:A--+ 1i11:B defined 
by r:p(I) = [r.p[J]], the ideal generated by r.p[J], is a frame homomorphism. Thus, 
1i11: is a functor from the category of K-frames to Frm. We shall consider the 
restriction of 1i11: to the subcategory of all completely regular K-frames, denoted 
also by 1i11:· 
Proposition 2.5 Let A be a completely regular K-frame. Then 1i11:A zs a com-
pletely regular K-Lindelof frame. 
PROOF: If a-<-< bin A, then ..J,.a -<-<..j,.b in 1i11:A and hence every IE 1i11:A is a join 
of principal ideals completely below it. If VI = 1i11:A for I ~ 1i11:A, then there is 
a K-set S ~ LJ I such that VS = e. But this means that there is a K-set S ~ I 
such that VS = 1i11:A. Thus, 1i11:A is completely regular K-Lindelof. 0 
Proposition 2.6 The functor Coz11: is right adjoint 1i11:· 
The above proposition is proved in exactly the same way as the well-known 
result that the functor Coz ( = Cozw1 ) is right adjoint to 1i = (1iwJ, originally 
proved by Reynolds [75] (see also Johnstone [54]). The counit EL : 1i11:Coz11:L--+ L 
is given by join and the unit 'f/A : A--+ Coz11:1i11:A, given by taking the downset, is 
an isomorphism. This too may be proved in the same way as in the special case 
of Coz and 1i. Note that a simpler version of this proof appears in [16], which we 












Let A be a completely regular ,.,;-frame, and suppose J E Caz,,, 1-l,,.,A. Then J = V 3 
where 3 is a ,.,;-set and Ji -<-< J for each Ji E 3. Thus, for each i there are elements 
ai, bi E A such that Ji s;;;.J,.ai, .J..bi s;;; J and ai -<-< bi. Since J is a ,.,;-ideal, it follows 
that a= V ai E J, and since Ji s;;;.J,.a for all i, it follows that J =.J..a. On the other 
hand, if a E A, then a= VS, where Sis a ,.,;-set ands -<-< a for each s E S. Thus, 
.J,.a = V{.J..sls ES} and .J,.s -<-<.J..a for each s ES, in 1-l,,.,A. 
Proposition 2. 7 Let ,.,; be an uncountable cardinal. Then a completely regular 
frame L is ,.,;-Lindelof iff L'"'"' 1-l,,.,Caz,,.,L. 
PROOF: Since Coz,,.,L join generates L we know that the join map is surjective. It 
now suffices to show that it is codense. Suppose VI= e for some I E 1-l,,.,Caz,,.,L. 
Then since L is ,.,;-Lindelof, there exists a ,.,;-set S s;;; I such that VS= e. Since I 
is a ,.,;-ideal, it follows that I = L. D 
Thus, we may conclude 
Proposition 2.8 (Madden [59]) For w < ,.,;, the functors 1-l,,., and Caz,,, restrict to 
an equivalence between the categories CR,.,;Frm and CR,.,;LindFrm of completely 
regular ,.,;-LindelOf frames. 
Corollary 2.9 For w < ,.,;, the category CR,.,;LindFrm is coreflective in CRFrm 
with coreflection given by the join map JL : 1-l,,.,Caz,,.,L -t L. 
Remark 2.9 In the case where ,.,; = w, we consider the zero dimensional frames, 
and the map JL : 1-lwCazwL -t L gives the universal zero dimensional compactifi-
cation, or the Banaschewski compactification of L. 
Corollary 2.10 The category CR,.,;LindFrm zs closed under the formation of 












PROOF: That CRKLindFrm is closed under coproducts follows from the gen-
eral fact that isomorphism closed full coreflective subcategories are closed under 
colimits. Now, suppose L is a K-LindelOf frame and k : L -t M is a closed quo-
tient. Then M ""ts for some s E L and so we may consider the equivalent map 
(-)Vs : L -+ts. Let A be a cover oft s. Then A is a cover of L and hence there 
exists a K-set S ~ A with VS= e, and hence trivially S covers ts. Now, since all 
quotients of completely regular frames are completely regular, the result follows.O 
Definition 2.11 Let L be a completely regular frame. A K-Lindelofication of L is 
a dense surjection h: M -t L where M is a completely regular K-LindelOf frame. 
Definition 2.12 Let A be a completely regular K-basis for a completely regular 
frame L. A K-LindelO.fication fi: M -t L is over A if h[CozKM] ~ A. 
Proposition 2.13 Let A be a completely regular K-basis for a completely regular 
frame L. Then the join map JL : 1l"'A -t L is the universal K-Lindelofication over 
A: 
PROOF: Suppose h : M -t L is a K-Lindelofication over A. Then Coz"'M is 






Trivially, <p preserves finite meets. Now, let S be a K-subset of Coz"'M. Then 
icazKh(V s) 
















Thus <p is a K-frame homomorphism. Applying the functor 1i,_ and noting that 
1i,.Coz,.M "" M and 1i,_Coz,. 1i,.A "" 1i,_A one obtains a frame homomorphism 
r:p : M -t 1i,_A such that the triangle 
M h L 
~ /; 
1i,.A 
commutes. Uniqueness of r:p follows from the fact that j is dense and hence monic.[J 
2.3 Strong inclusions and ~-Lindelofications 
We now turn our attention to the role of strong inclusions to K-Lindelofication of 
a frame L. 
Let L be a completely regular frame and let h: M -t L be a K-LindelOfication 
of L. Then the relation <J defined as x <J y iff h* ( x) -<-< h* (y), where h* is the right 
adjoint of h, is a strong inclusion on L. The conditions of the strong inclusion are 
easily verified using the same proof as given in [6]. 
We now obtain a K-Lindelof quotient of the compact regular frame <JJL: 
Let K be an uncountable cardinal. Define a map n,_ : <JJL -t <JJL as 
n,.(I) ={a E Lla<J VS, for some K-set S ~I} 













Nl: It is clear that I :::; n,,,(I). 
N2: Suppose I :::; Janda E n,,,(I). Then a <1 VS for some K-set S ~ I. But then 
S ~ J, and so a E n,,,(J). 
N3: Suppose a E n~(J). Then a <1 VS for ~ome K-set S ~ n,,,(J). Now, for each 
8 E S, there exists a K-set Ts ~ J such that 8 <I Ts. Let T = UsES T8 • Then 
T is a K-subset of J since K is regular, and a <1 V S :::; V T. Thus a E n,,, ( J). 
N4: It suffices to show that n,,,(I)nn,,,(J) ~ n,,,(InJ). Suppose a E n,,,(I)nn,,,(J). 
Then there exists a K-set S1 ~ I such that a <1 V S1 and a K-set S2 ~ J such 
that a <1 V S2. Thus a <1 V S1 AV S2 = V { 81 A 82181 E S1, 82 E S2}. Thus 
a E n,,,(I n J) since { 81 A 82181 E S1, 82 E S2} is a /'\:-subset of In J. 
D 
Proposition 2.15 The quotient frame ( <1,JL)n,. = Fix(n,,,) is a completely reg-
ular K-Lindelof frame and the map JL : ( <1,JL )n,. -t L given by join is a K-
Lindelofication. 
PROOF: Suppose 7 ~ ( <1,JL)n,. such that v(<JJL)n,. 7 = e(<JJL)n,.. Then n,,, v <JJL 7 = 
e<JJL, and hence eL :::; V LS for some K-set S ~ V <J.JL /. Now, each 8 E S is 
contained in some Ts E /. Thus V<JJL{Tsl8 ES}= e<JJL and hence V(<JJL)n,. {Tsl8 E 
S} = e( <JJL )n,. 
That j L : ( <1,J L )n,. -t L is a K-Lindelofication follows from the fact that 
Vii,,,(!)= V {a E Lia:::; VS, Sa K-subset of I}:::; VI 
L L L L 
Hence V L ii,,,(!) = V L(I), from which it follows that the join map jL factors 
through the map n,,,. 
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Thus ] is dense and onto since j is. The quotient ( <JJL )n" is completely regular 
since quotients of completely regular frames are completely regular. D 
Corollary 2.16 A frame L has a K,-Lindelofication iff it has a strong inclusion. 
Lemma 2.17 Let L be a completely regular frame, and suppose <J is a strong 
inclusion on L. Then the following are equivalent: 
1) a= VS, S a K,-set ands <J a for alls E S. 
2) a= VJ, where I is a <J-regular ideal in L generated by a K,-set. 
PROOF: (1) =} (2) :·Suppose a= VS, where Sis a K,-set and s <J a for each s E S. 
Let I be the ideal generated by S. It suffices to show that I is <J-regular. If x E J. 
Then x :::; s <J'a for some s E S. But <J interpolates, and so x <J y for some y E J. 
(2) =} (1) : Let I b~ generated by the K,-set S. Then for each s E S there exists 
s E I such that s <J s since I is <J-regular. Thus s <J a = VI for each s E S. 
Furthermore a = V S since S generates I. D 
We denote by K,<lL the set of all a E L satisfying the above conditions. We 
claim that K,<lL is a completely regular /'l,-basis for L: Since K, is a regular cardinal, 
it is clear that /'l,<lL is a /'l,-frame. The fact that K,<lL join generates L follows from 
the property (SI5) of t~e strong inclusion <J. 
Note that Coz,J <JJL) is the lattice of all <J-regular ideals that are generated by 
/'l,-sets. It follows therefore that /'l,<lL is the image under the join map of the K,-frame 
CozK(<JJL). Thus a strong inclusion <Jon Lhasa naturally associated completely 
regular /'l,-basis of L. On the other hand, let A be a completely regular K,-basis for 
L. Then it is easily checked that the relation <lA defined as x <lA y iff there exist 












relation -<A is the rather below relation in A, i.e. the separating element is in A.) 
Examples 
1. If <l is the completely below relation on a frame L, then K, 4 L = CozK,L. 
2. If L is a uniform frame, and <l is the uniformly below relation, then (w1 ) 4 is 
the a-frame of all uniformly cozero elements. (See (90].) 
3. If L is zero-dimensional, and <lBL is the strong inclusion corresponding to 
the Banaschewski compactification of L. Then K,43 £ is the collection of all 
elements of L that are joins of K,-Sets of complemented elements. We denote 
this K,-frame by JIBK,L. 
Proposition 2.18 Let L be a frame and let <l be a strong inclusion on L. Then 
( <JJL )n" ~ 1{,K,K,<JL (where nK, is the nucleus defined in the first part of this section). 
PROOF: Define cp : ( <JJL )n" -t 1{,K,K,4 L as cp(I) = I n K,4 L. Then cp is clearly a 
well-defined frame homomorphism. It is also clear that cp is codense, so we need to 
show that cp is onto. Suppose J E 1{,K,K,4 L. Let [J] be the ideal in L generated by J. 
Then [ J] is closed under joins of K,-sets and hence fiK, [ J] = [ J], i.e. [J] E ( <JJL )n". 
Furthermore, cp([J]) = J. 0 
Corollary 2.19 Let L be a completely regular frame, and K, an uncountable car-













Spatial quotients of Frames 
3.1 Introduction 
Frames or locales are often referred to as generalised spaces. Though this descrip-
tion may not be entirely precise (since not all spaces may be recovered from their 
open-set lattices); it is true for Hausdorff spaces. Furthermore, frame quotients 
are more general than embeddings of such spaces: Given a Hausdorff space X, 
then there are in general more frame quotients of 0 X than there are subspaces of 
X. This poses two immediate questi ns: 
1. Is it possible to character se those quotients of a frame L that are spatial? 
2. Which frames have only spatial quotients? 
An answer to the second question was provided by Niefield and Rosenthal [70]. 
The frame of quotients of a frame was first studied by Dowker and Papert [31]. It 
was in this paper that Dowker and Papert established a frame congruence e A of 
OX corresponding to every subspace A of X. Moreover, the authors showed that 
BA= OB for subspaces A and B of a space X iff A and B have the same b-closure 
in X. (Recall that the b-closure of a subspace A of X is the closure of A in the 
Skula modification of X.) Perhaps the most remarkable difference between quo-
tients of 0 X and subspaces of X is the fact that 0 X has a largest dense quotient 












did not mention this fact explicitly, they proved that the join of all dense spatial 
quotients of OX is the quotient Mp, the lattice of regular open sets of X. Thus, 
the smallest dense sublocale of the reals, for example, has no points - which is 
not surprising since the reals has two disjoint dense subspaces ( Q and JR\ Q). The 
proof that every frame has a largest dense quotient may be found in [54]. (Note 
that although Dowker and Papert's approach is algebraic, they have inverted the 
ordering on the lattice of quotients of a frame in order to be consistent with the 
ordering on the lattice of subspaces of a space. Their original result is thus in 
terms of meets of dense quotients.) 
Frame quotients are frequently described in terms of nuclei, an invention of 
Macnab and Beazer [58], [26] who describe frame quotients in the form of 'modal 
extensions of Heyting algebras'. In [26] the authors provide an algebraic char-
acterisation for those frames L for which the corresponding frame of quotients is 
Boolean. Simmons [81] provided the topological significance of this result, showing 
that a T0 space has a Boolean assembly iff it is scattered. 
This chapter will be largely devoted to the first of the questions listed above. 
3.2 Spatial nuclei 
Recall that the spectrum "EL of a frame L has various equivalent descriptions. For 
the purpose of this chapter we will assume the description in terms of the prime 
elements of L, i.e., the underlying set will consist of the prime elements of L. 
Lemma 3.1 Let L be a spatial frame, and let a,b EL. Then V{xlx /\ b:::; a}= 
/\{p E "ELlp i band p 2::: a}. 
PROOF: Since Lis spatial, it suffices to show that for a primep, p 2::: V{xlx/\b:::; a} 
iff p 2::: /\ {p E "ELJp i band p 2::: a} 
Suppose p i b and p 2::: a. Then p 2::: x /\ b for each x such that x /\ b :::; a. Since 












p 2 V{xlx /\ b :s; a}. 
Conversely, suppose p 2 V{xlx /\ b :s; a}. Then p 2 b* and p 2 a. Now, 
b* Va j\{qlq 2 b* Va} 
/\ { q 2 b* V alq £. b} /\ /\ { q 2 b* V alq 2 b} 
j\{q 2 b* V alq £. b} /\ j\{qlq 2 b Vb* Va} 
/\ { q 2 b* V alq £. b} 
Since p is prime, it follows that p £. b ::::} p "2_ b* and so 
b* Va= j\{p 2 alp£. b} = j\{p E ELlp 2 a and p £. b} 
Hence 
p 2 b* V a = /\ {p E EL IP 2 a and p £. b} 
Let Ab= {p E ELlp £. b} and denote by sAb(a) the set /\{p E AblP 2 a}. 
D 
·Corollary 3.2 Let L be a spatial frame and let b E L. Then the open nucleus 
b -t ( - ) is equivalent to the map s Ab. 
PROOF: This follows from the fact that b -ta= V{xlx /\ b :s; a}. D 
Thus the open nuclei of a spatial frame L may be described equivalently as 
certain nuclei associated with particular subsets of the set of all primes of L. More 
generally, let L be any frame and let A~ EL. Define SA : L -t Las 
s A (a) = /\ {p E A IP 2 a} 












Proof: It is clear that a ::S sA(a). Now, 
j\{p E Alp~ a}/\ j\{p E Alp~ b} 
/\ {p E A IP ~ a or p ~ b} 
/\ {p E Alp ~ a /\ b} since p is prime 
SA(a/\b) 
For the idempotency of SA note that sA(P) = p for each p E A. Hence p ~ a =? 
p = sA(P) ~ sA(a) for each p EA. But this means that 
sA(a) /\ {p E Alp~ a} 
> /\ {p E Alp~ sA(a)} 
s~(a) 
D 
Remark 3.3 The spatial reflection SL of a frame L is a quotient of L given by 
the nucleus sL(a) = f\{p E I:Llp ~a}. From the terminology above, S£ = S'££· 
Definition 3.4 A congruence and the corresponding nucleus n of a frame are 
called spatial if the quotient frame Ln is a spatial frame. 
Proposition 3.5 Let L be a frame. Then the spatial nuclei of L are precisely 
those of the form SA where A~ I:L. 
PROOF: Note that sA(P) = p for each p E A and furthermore, if p ~ a/\ bin LsA 
then p ~ a /\ b in L from which it follows that p ~ a or p ~ b in L and hence also 
in LsA. Thus A~ I:LsA. Since each element of LsA is a meet (in LsA) of elements 
of A, it follows that LsA is spatial. 
On the other hand, suppose Mis a spatial quotient of L. Let A = { h*(p) IP E I:M}. 












since Mis spatial, h(a) = /\{p E EMlp 2 h(a)} and hence h*h(a) = /\{h*(P)IP E 
EM,p 2 h(a)}. Note also that p 2 h(a) iff h*(p) 2 a. So we get 
Examples 
s A (a) /\ {p E A IP 2 a} 
f\ { h*(p)IP E EM, h*(p) 2 a} 
f\{h*(P)IP E EM,p 2 h(a)} 
h*h(a) 
D 
1. Open quotients of spatial frames are spatial. (Corollary 3.2.) To see that 
closed quotie.nts of spatial frames are spatial, note that the closed nucleus 
b V (-) is equivalent to the nucleus sAb where Ab= {p E EL Ip 2 b }. 
2. One-point quotients of spatial frames are spatial since they are open. (A 
quotient L ~ M is called a one-point quotient if M s:!.j_a for some maximal 
a E L.) Note that the one-point quotient of a spatial frame is obtained by 
considering the set EL\ {p} for some ·maximal p. 
Proposition 3.6 The collection of all spatial nuclei form a frame with /\ s A; = 
SLJA;· 
PROOF: We prove the more general fact that Ai~ L ~ /\i /\Ai=/\ ui Ai. 
Firstly, /\ LJi Ai :::; /\ A1 for each j. Hence /\ LJi Ai :::; /\i /\Ai. Conversely, 
/\Ai :::; x for each x E Ai· Thus each x E U Ai dominates some /\Ai and hence 
/\i /\ Ai :::; /\ LJ Ai. 0 
For p E EL we denote the nucleus S{p} by Sp. 
Proposition 3. 7 The nuclei of the form Sp for p E L,L are precisely maximal in 












PROOF: Suppose n > Sp. Then n(p) > p: If n(p) = p, then n = Sp. Thus 
n(p) = n2(p) ~ spn(p) = e. Thus n(x) = e for all x EL, i.e. n = e. 
Conversely, suppose n -=f. Sp for any p E "£L. If n fixes a prime q, then n < sq 
. in which case n is not maximal. If n does not fix any prime, then n fixes some 
non-prime c -=f. e. Since c is not prime, there exists a, b E L such that c ~ a/\ band 
c £ a and c £ b. Since c is fixed by n, it follows that c ~ n( a) /\ n(b) and hence 
either n(a) -=f. e or n(b) -=f. e. We may assume n(a) -=f. e. Note that c £ n(a). 
Define k: L--+ L by k(x) = n(n(a) V n(x)). We show that k is a nucleus: 
Nl: It is clear that x:::; k(x) 
N2: 
k(x/\y) n(n(a) V n(x /\ y)) 
n(n(a) V (n(x) /\ n(y))) 
n((n(a) V n(x)) /\ (n(a) /\ n(y))) 
k(x)/\k(y) 
N3: Suppose x:::; y. Then k(x):::; k(y) since n(x):::; n(y). 
N4: 
k2 n(n(a) V n(k(x))) 
n(n(a) V n(n(a) V n(x))) 
n(n(n(a) V n(x)) 
n(n(a) V n(x)) 
k(x) 
Note that k -=f. e since k(a) = n(a) -=f. e. It is clear that n :::; k. Also, 
k(c) = n(n(a) V c) > c since c £ n(a). Hence n < k, i.e. n is not maximal.O 
Since <tL is zero dimensional and hence regular, it follows that the prime ele-












Corollary 3.8 The frame of all spatial quotients of L is isomorphic to S<lL 1 the 
spatial reflection of <lL. 
PROOF: Let A ~ "EL. Then from Proposition 3.6 above, SA = J\{sPIP E A}. 
Thus, a nucleus is of the form SA for some A ~ "EL iff it is a meet of primes. It 
follows that n E Fix(s~L) iff n =SA for some A~ "EL, i.e. the frame <lL consists 
precisely of the spatial quotients of L. D 
Remark 3.8 
1. Corollary 3.8 appears in [70]. However the proof presented there is different 
to ours. 
2. A frame has only spatial quotients iff <[L ~ S<lL iff <[Lis spatial. This result 
also appears in [70]. 
3. From Proposition 3.7 we may deduce that there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the primes of L and the primes of <lL. This fact is observed 
in [80]. 
Proposition 3.9 Let lfD"EL denote the power set of "EL. The map c.p : lfD"EL 0 PP ---+ 
S<lL given by c.p(A) = SA is a frame quotient. Furthermore, c.p is an isomorphism 
i.ff no prime p may be expressed as a meet of primes not equal to p. 
PROOF: Suppose p may be expressed as a meet of a set A of primes not containing 
p. Then J\{q E AJq 2: x} = J\{q EAU {p}Jq 2: x}. Thus c.p(A) = c.p(AU {p}), i.e. 
c.p is not injective. 
On the other hand, suppose A -=/:- B. Then there exists a p E A (say) such that 
p ¢:. B. Now sA(P) = p and sB(P) > p by our assumption. This means that 
c.p(A) -=/:- c.p(B) and hence c.p is injective. D 
It is well-known that the space L,C[L is homeomorphic to Sk"EL, the Skula 












Corollary 3.10 SkL.iL is discrete iff no prime p of L may be expressed as a meet 
of primes other than p. 
Corollary 3.11 If a prime p of L can be expressed as a meet of other primes, 
then L '1- ct.L. 
PROOF: If L ,..,,, ct.L, then L is Boolean [80] and thus SL '.::::'. Sct.L is atomic 
Boolean. Since the spaces L.iL and L.ict.L have the same underlying sets, it fol-
lows that Sct.L ~· IPL.iL. From Proposition 3.9 it follows that no prime p may be 
expressed as a meet of primes. D 
Example Let L be the totally ordered frame [O, l]. Then every element other than 
0 and e is prime, and each of these primes is a meet of all primes above it. The 
space L.iL is the real line endowed with the upper topology and S kL.iL(~ L.ict.L) is 
the Sorgenfrey line. 
Proposition 3.12 Let L be a frame, and let h : L --r M be a Q'LJ,Otient of L. If 
A = { h* (p) jp E L.iM}, then the frame Ls A is isomorphic to SM. 
PROOF: Define the map h: LsA --r SM by h(sA(x)) =SM· h(x). 
Firstly note that h is well-defined: 
sA(x) = sA(Y) ::::} (\{p E Ajp 2: a}= (\{p E Ajp 2: y} 
::::} (\{q E L.iMjh*(q) 2: x} = (\{q E L.iMjh*(q) 2: y} 
::::} h* (\{q E L.iMjq 2: h(x)} = h* (\{q E L.iMjq 2: h(y)} 
::::} sM(h(x)) = sM(h(y)) 












Furthermore, h is clearly a frame homomorphism onto SM since s M · h is onto. 
It therefore suffices to show that his one-to-one. Suppose sA(x) =/:- sA(y). Then 
(\ {p E Alp~ x} =/:- (\{p E Alp~ y }. But this means that h*sM·h(x) =/:- h*sM·h(y). 
Thus sM · h(x) =/:-SM· h(y) and hence h(sA(x)) =I- h(sA(Y)). D 
3.3 The Maximal Spectrum 
In this section we depart briefly from our main theme in order to consider an 
example of spatial quotients discussed in the previous section. A special example 
of a subset of the set of primes of a frame L, is the set of all maximal elements of 
L, which we denote by 9.JtL. Now, from Section 3.2 the map S9J1 : L ---t L defined 
by 
S9Jl(a) = /\ {p E 9.JtLjp ~ a} 
is a nucleus. The assumed topology on 9.JtL will be the collection of all sets of the 
form 9Ra = { m E 9.JtLja i m} for each a E L. 
Proposition 3.13 For any frame L, 9.JtL is a T1 space. Moreover, f X ---t 
9.JtOX defined by J(x) = X\cl{x} is the T1 reflection of a space X. 
PROOF: Suppose x, y are two distinct elements of 9.JtL. Then x and y are distinct 
maximal elements of L. Now, 9.Jtx = {m E 9.JtLlx i m} = {m E 9.JtLlx =/:- m}. 
Hence y E 9.Jtx and x tt 9.Jtx. 
Now, consider any space X. Then the map f : X ---t 9.JtOX defined above is 
continuous: Consider any open set U in 9.JtOX. Then U is of the form 9.Jtv = 
{ME 9.JtOXIV g; M}. Now, 
x E 1-1 (9.Jtv) {:} f(x) E 9.Jtv 













Thus 1-1(rotv) = V. Suppose Y is a T1 space and g : X --+ Y is a continuous 
funtion. Define g as follows: 




g(U) = g(x) where x E X\U. We show that g is well-defined. Consider two 
distinct elements x, yin X\U. Suppose g(x) =I= g(y). Since Y is T1 there exists an 
open set Vin Y such that g(x) E V and g(y) ~ V. But this means that x E g- 1(V) 
and y ~ g-1 (V) and hence x ~ cl{y}. This contradicts the fact that x and y are 
both in the complement of a maximal open set. 
Furthermore, g is continuous. Suppose Vis an open set in Y. Then 
U E g-1(V) {:} g(U) EV 
{:} g(x) E V, for some x ~ U 
{:} g-1(V) i U 
Thus, g- 1(V) = {U E rot0Xlg- 1(V) i U}, which is open in rotOX. 
Definition 3.14 A frame L is called T1 if rotL = L,L. 
Remark 3.14 
D 
1. This definition is due to Rosicky and Smarda[7 4] who also showed that the 
T1 frames are precisely those that are quotients of open-set lattices of sober 
T1 spaces. 
2. If X is a sober T1 space, then OX is a spatial T1 frame: If X is sober T1 
then the irreducible closed sets are precisely the singletons, and hence the 
prime elements of 0 X are precisely the maximal elements. 













PROOF: It is clear from the definition that a spatial T1 frame has this property. 
Also, if each a E L is a meet of maximals, then L is spatial. We now show that 
each prime is maximal. Let p E 'EL. If p is not maximal, then p is a meet of 
maximal elements, i.e. p = /\mi. Now, p ;:::: mi /\ /\i-::f.i mi for each j, and since p is 
prime, it follows that p ;:::: /\i=/=j mi for each j. It follows that mj ::::; /\i=h mi which 
is impossible since mj is maximal. 0 
Proposition 3.16 A compact frame L is T1 iff 'EL is T1 . 
PROOF: If L is T1 then 'EL = filtL and hence 'EL is T1 . On the other hand, 
suppose 'EL is T1 . Consider a prime p in L which is not maximal. Then, since L 
is compact there exists. another prime q E L such that p < q < e. Now, suppose 
p E 'Ea for some a E L. Then p i a from which it follows that q i a and hence 
q E 'Ea. This contradicts the fact that 'EL is T1 . 0 
Proposition 3.17 The map f: X--? 'E(OX)s!JJ! defined by J(x) = X\cl{x} is 
the sober T1 reflection of X. 
We omit the proof since it is essentially the same as the proof of Proposition 3.13. 
Recall that the saturation nucleus s is defined as 
s(a) = V{x E LlxVy = e =?a Vy= e} 
Proposition 3.18 Let L be a compact frame. Then Ls is compact, spatial and 
T1 . Furthermore, Ls!JJ! =Ls. 
PROOF: Note that for any maximal element m E L, s(m) = m and hence 
a ::::; m =? s(a) ::::; m. Thus S9J?(a) ~ S9J?s(a) ~· s(a). 
On the other hand, if a V y =/= e then a V y ::::; m for some maximal m E L since 
every compact frame has a maximal element. Hence (xVy = e =? n(a) Vy= e) =? 












Definition 3.19 A frame L is called subfit if for each a, b E L 
a < b :=;. ::Jc E L such that a V c =/= e and b V c = e 
Compact subfit frames are called Wallman frames. 
Proposition 3.20 Every compact spatial T1 frame is .Wallman. 
PROOF: Suppose Lis a compact spatial T1 frame. Then a < b :=;. :3 a maximal m E 
L such that a ::; m and b 1:. m. But this means that a V m =/= and b V m = e. 0 
Denote by Sob1 and Frm1 the full subcategories of sober topological spaces 
and T1 frames. Note that 9J1 : Sob1 --+ Frm1 is simply the restriction of the 
spectrum functor. We may also restrict the functor ('.'.)to Sob1 . Since OX is a T1 
frame for any sober T1 space, the map ('.'.): Sob1 --+ Frm1 is functorial. 
Proposition 3.21 The functors 9J1 and ('.'.) are adjoint on the right. The unit of 
the adjunction 'TJL : L --+ 09J1L : a H Ma is the spatial reflection and the counit 
Ex : X--+ 9J10X: x H X\clx is a homeomorphism. 
Denote by SpFrm1 the full subcategory of all spatial T1 frames. 
Proposition 3.22 9J1 and('.'.) induce a dual equivalence between Sob1 and SpFrm1 . 
Corollary 3.23 The fu ctors 9J1 and ('.'.) reduce to an equivalence between the cat-
egories WFrm of Wallman frames and KSob1 of compact sober T1 spaces. 
3.4 Relatively Spatial Extensions 
In [18] Banaschewski and Hong introduces the notion of strict extensions h : M--+ 
L that are spatial over L and showed that these are precisely the strict extensions 
that are determined by sets of filters in L. Their construction is analogous to the 












Such extensions of a space X are called strict extensions and were first considered 
by Banaschewski [4]. 
In this section we express some definitions given in [18] in terms of prime ·ele-
ments in order to use our results in Section 3.2 to obtain a characterisation of the 
strict extensions h : M --+ L that are spatial over L in terms of spatial quotients 
of M. 
Definition 3.24 A dense extension .h : M --+ L is called a strict extension if M 
is generated by the image of the right adjoint h* : L --+ M. 
Definition 3.25 (Banaschewski-Hong, [18]) A strict extension h : M --+ L is 
called relatively spatial over L if, in each fibre h-1 {a}, a E L, distinct elements 
are separated by a completely prime filter of M. 
Remark 3.25 Note that h: M--+ Lis spatial over Liff, in each fibre h-1{a}, a E 
L distinct elements x and y are separated by a prime element in M, i.e. there exists 
a p E "E,M such that x ::; p and y 1:. p (or conversely). This follows immediately 
from the fact that the complement of a completely prime filter is a prime principal 
ideal. 
Proposition 3.26 (Banaschewski-Hong, [18]) The relatively spatial strict exten-
sions form a reflective subcategory of the comma category of all strict extensions 
of a frame L. 
Remark 3.26 In [18] the relatively spatial reflection of a strict extension h : 
M --+ L is contructed by way of the trace filters of L, i.e. the images of completely 
prime filters in M which are not completely prime in L. In [17] Banaschewski and 
Gilmour present an alternative description of this reflection. Here the relatively 
spatial reflection of h is given as a quotient of M determined by the nucleus which 
is the meet of the nucleus h* h and the nucleus s M corresponding to the spatial 












Proposition 3.27 (Banaschewski-Gilmour, {17}) The relatively spatial reflection 
of a strict extension h : M -+ L is given by the factorization 
h nM . ( ) - h M ~ L = M ----=+ Fix nM = M ~ L 




In [18] Banaschewski and Hong show that up to isomorphism, the relatively 
spatial extensions M -+ L over L are exactly the spatial extensions Tx L -+ L 
determined by sets of filters in L 
Proposition 3.28 Up to isomorphism, the relatively spatial extensions M -+ L 
over L are exactly those that are the meet of a strict extension N -+ L and a 
spatial quotient of N (in the frame of quotients of N ). 
PROOF: Suppose h: M-+ L is a strict extension, and let A ~ EM. We show 
that the quotient corresponding to the meet of the two nuclei h* h and s A is a strict 
extension spatial over L. Let n be the quotient involved. Then Mn is clearly an 
extension of L, since n ~ h*h. 
Furthermore, his dense (since his dense) and strict, since n is onto and his strict. 
(See Lemma 1 in [18].) Now, consider any two distinct n(x) and n(y) in a fibre 












that h(x) = h(y) =a and hence h*h(x) = h*h(y), and thus f\{p E Alp 2 x} # 
f\{p E Alp 2 y}. Thus, there is a prime p E ~(Mn) separating x and y. 
For the converse, we firstly note that the relatively spatial extensions of h : 
M ---+ L are reflective in the comma category of all strict extensions of L. (See 
Banaschewski-Hong [18].) Secondly, the reflection is given by the meet of the spa-
tial reflection of M and the quotient map h. Thus, any relatively spatial extension 
h : M ---+ L is a meet of the spatial reflection of M and the quotient h. D 
Definition 3.29 Let 21. and ~ be subcategories of Frm. Then we call 21. a strict 
corefiective subcategory of ~ if 21. is corefiective in ~ and the corefiection maps 
are strict extensions. 
Examples: 
1. KRFrm is a strict coreflective subcategory of RFrm. Similarly the category 
of compact zero dimensional frames is a strict coreflective subcategory of 
ODFrm. 
2. CR11:LindFrm is a strict coreflective subcategory of CRFrm for every reg-
ular cardinal K. 
We quote the following lemma which appears in [17] which is used to prove a 
more general version of Proposition 3 in the same paper. 




with strict extensions h : M ---+ L and k : N --+ K determines a commuting diagram 
M~M_!:__L 
fl ft lg 












Lemma 3.31 Let nM be the relatively spatial reflection of a strict extension h : 
M---+ L, for regular L and M. Then SnM is an isomorphism. 
PROOF: Consider the commuting square: 
The map SnM is onto since sM · nM is onto. Since both SM and SM are reg-
ular, it suffices to show that SnM is codense. Suppose SnM(sM(a)) = e. Then 
sM(nM(a)) = e. Note that nM fixes all primes, since nM = (h*h) A SAf and SM 
fixes all primes. Furthermore, p = nM(P) is prime in M for any prime p in M 
since nM is onto and primes in M are maximal. Thus sM · nM fixes all primes in 
M. Hence, if sM(nM(a)) = e then there is no prime p 2'.: a. Thus sM(a) = e. 0 
Proposition 3.32 Let ~ be a subcategory of RFrm and let 2l be a strict co-
refiective subcategory of~' with corefiection CL : CL ---+ L. Then 2t = {L E 
Ob(~) ISCL : SCL---+ SL is an isomorphism} is also coreflective in~' with core-
flection map Ch: CL---+ L given by the relatively spatial reflection of CL : CL---+ L. 
Furthermore, Ob(2l) ~ Ob(2l). 
PROOF: The correspondence L"""" CL is functorial with natural CL: CL---+ L by 
the functoriality of C and Lemma 3.30. We now show that CLE Ob(2l). Consider 
the diagram below: 
The map r is the quotient corresponding to the relatively spatial reflection of CL. 












c.p : CL---+ CCL such that CcL · c.p = r. Also, by the functoriality of C, there exists 
a frame homomorphism CCL : CCL---+ CL such that CL· CCL =CL· CcL· Now, 
CLCcL · c.p 
CL·r 
CL 
Since L is regular, it
1 
follows that CL is monic, since it is strict and hence 
CCL· c.p = idccL· Also, CcL is monic and hence CCL is monic from which it follows 
that CCL is an isomorphism. Thus SCCL : SCCL ---+ SCL is an isomorphism. 
Now, r ·CCL = CcL and hence Sr· SCCL = SCcL· From Lemma 3.31 the map 
Sr is an isomorphism, and since SCCL is also an isomorphism it follows that 
SCcL : SCCL---+ SCL is an isomorphism, i.e. CLE Ob(Ql). 
It now remains to show that CL: CL---+ Lis an isomorphism whenever LE Ob(Ql). 
Suppose LE Ob(Ql). Then SCL: SCL---+ SL is an isomorphism. 
CL CL L 
~ /c: 
SCL CL SL 
SCL----SL 
SCL 
We show that CL is an isomorphism. We know that CL is onto, so it suffices to 
show it is codense. Suppose CL ·r(a) = e. Then CL(a) = e and thus r(a) = scL(a) 
since r = (CL)*CL /\ scL· Thus, SCL · r(a) = SCL · scL(a) =SL· CL(a) = e and 
hence r(a) = e since SCL is an isomorphism. 
Finally, it is clear that Ob(2l) ~ Ob(Qt) since L ~CL* SL~ SCL. 0 
Definition 3.33 A corefiective subcategory 2l of a category ~ ~ RFrm is called 














1. It is clear from Proposition 3.27 that for any strict corefiective subcategory 
2l of~ <;;;; RFrm, the category 2l is a relatively spatial subcategory of ~. 
We shall call 2l the relatively spatial hull of 2l. 
2. If 2l is a strict subcategory of some ~ <;;;; RFrm, then 2l = 2l: Suppose 
LE 2l. Then SCL is an isomorphism. 
CL-r-CL CL 
SCL 1 ScL l 
SCL s"?" SCL SE;" SL 
From Lemma 3.31 the map Sr is an isomorphism, and hence SCL = SCL ·Sr 
is an isomorphism. Thus, L E Ob(2l). 
3. In general, for any corefiective subcategory 2l of ~ in RFrm, .it does not 
necessarily imply that 2lnSpFrm is corefiective in ~nSpFrm. For example, 
RLindFrm is a corefiective subcategory of CRFrm, but the spatial regular 
LindelOf frames do not form a corefiective subcategory of the category of 
spatial completely regular frames. It is however true that for any strict 
subcategory 2l of~ in RFrm, 2l n SpFrm is coreflective in ~ n SpFrm. 
This of course follows from the fact that the coreflection of a spatial frame 















As pointed out by J.R. Isbell [53], the 'inclusion functor' from (sober) spaces to 
locales does not preserve limits. In particular the product of spaces taken in the 
category of locales does not coincide with their Tychonoff product. Indeed, this 
product need not even be spatial, as is the ca,se with uncountable powers of the 
localic reals. 
In [60) Madden and Vermeer shows that a completely regu~ar locale Lis regular 
Lindelof iff L is a closed sublocale of a localic product of the reals. Thus, there are 
realcompact spaces that are not realcompact in the sense of Madden and Vermeer 
as locales .. 
It was G. Schlitt [77], a student of B. Banaschewski who first provided a con-
servative definition of realcompactness in the pointfree setting. 'Conservative' here 
means that a space X is realcompact iff its frame of opens OX is realcompact. 
Schlitt also showed that the full subcategory of realcompact frames are corefiec-
tive in the category CRFrm of completely regular frames, and obtained the real-
compact corefiection of a frame L as a quotient of f3L. In [62] this realcompact 












tion of the realcompact corefiection of a frame L was obtained as the relatively 
spatial reflection of the strict extenstion given by the join map j : 1-lCozL -t L. 
In this chapter we present some basic properties of realcompact frames. In 
particular we show that the category JRKFrm of realcompact frames is the rela-
tively spatial envelope of the category RLindFrm of regular Lindelof frames. We 
also show how Schlitt's original description of the realcompact corefiection may 
be obtained as a relatively spatial quotient from the familiar real points of the 
Stone-Cech compactification. 
4.2 Realcompact frames 
Definition 4.1 Let L be a frame. An ideal I in L is called 
i) a-proper if VS =f e for every countable S ~ I. 
ii) completely proper if VI =f e. 
Proposition 4.2 The following are equivalent for a completely regular frame L: 
1) Every a-proper maximal completely regular ideal in L is completely proper. 
2) Every a-proper maximal regular ideal in CozL is completely proper. 
3) Every a-proper maximal ideal in CozL is completely proper. 
4) Every maximal a-ideal in CozL is completely proper. 
PROOF: (1) {:::} (2): This follows from the fact that there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the completely regular ideals of L and the regular ideals of 
CozL. 
(2) :::::} (3): Let I be a a-proper maximal ideal in CozL. Then J = {a E CozLla -< 












ideal in CozL. Then there exists s E K - J. Thus, s -/- x for any x E /. But, 
K is regular, and so s -< t E K, and t ¢:. I. Thus, there exists a E I such that 
a Vt= e. Now, CozL is regular and hence normal [15], and so there exists b E J 
such that b Vt = e. Thus, JV K = CozL. That J is regular follows from the 
fact that CozL is normal and hence the rather below relation interpolates. Now, 
VJ= V{a E CozLla -< b E I} = V{b E CozLlb E I} = V /. Thus, I is com-
pletely proper. 
(3) =? (2): Let J be a a-proper maximal regular ideal in CozL. Then the ideal 
J = V{t ala E J} is a a-proper maximal ideal in CozL: To show maximal-
ity, suppose a ¢:. J. Then r(a) </:_ J, where r(a) = {s E CozLls -< a}. Thus, 
r(a) V J = CozL, i.e. there exist s -< a, b E J such that s Vb = e. Hence 
ts VJ= CozL and so ta VJ= CozL. 
Now, suppose Sis a countable subset of J. Then each s E Sis a join of a countable 
set Ts of elements rather belows. Now, T = UsES Ts is a countable set and T <:;;; J. 
Since J is a-proper, it follows that VT -=f. e and hence VS# e, i.e. J is a-proper. 
It follows from our assumption that J is completely proper. But V J = V J and 
hence J is completely proper. 
(3) {:} (4): This follows from the fact that the a-proper maximal ideals in CozL 
are exactly the maximal a-ideals in CozL. (See [17].) D 
Definition 4.3 A completely regular frame satisfying the above equivalent condi-
tions is called realcompact. 
Proposition 4.4 A completely regular frame L is realcompact iff the map SjL : 
SHCozL -+SL is an isomorphism, where JL : HCozL-+ L is the join map, i.e. 
the corefiection to regular Lindelof frames. 
PROOF: Consider the commuting square 
h 
HCozL L 
S1{CozL ! ! S£ 












Since SjL is onto, it suffices to show that L is realcompact iff SjL is codense. 
Suppose L is realcompact. Let J be a maximal element of 1lCozL. Since L is 
realcompact, )L(J)-=/= e and since JL is onto, jL(J) is maximal. Thus, sL·jL(J) -=!= e. 
Now, towards showing that SjL is codense, suppose SjL · s1icozL(I) = e. Then 
SL · jL(I) = e. From the preceding argument it follows that I is not contained in 
a maximal ideal. But this means that s1icozL(I) = e. 
Conversely, suppose S )L is codense. Let J be a maximal element of 1lCozL. Then 
SL· JL(J) = SjL · S1iCozL(J)-=/= esL· Thus, jL(J)-=/= eL, i.e. Lis realcompact. 0 
Remark 4.4 From Proposition 3.32 it follows that the category RKFrm of real-
compact frames is coreflective in CRFrm with coreflection maps given by the 
relatively spatial reflection of the LindelOf coreflection. This neat description of 
the realcompact coreflection is due to Banaschewski and Gilmour [17]. 
Corollary 4.5 The category RKFrm is the relatively spatial hull of RLindFrm. 
Corollary 4.6 A completely regular frame L is spatial and realcompact iff L is 
the spatial reflection of a regular LindelOf frame. 
Remark 4.6 This result was known already by Madden and Vermeer [60] and was 
one of their main motivations for calling the regular Lindelof frames realcompact. 
4. 3 The real points of f3 L 
The original description of the realcompact coreflection by Schlitt [77] was as a 
quotient of the Stone-Cech compactification. In this section we show that this 
quotient can be expressed as the relatively spatial quotient of the Stone-Cech 
compactification with respect to its real points. 
Let X be a Tychonoff space and suppose f is a real-valued continuous function 

















commutes. A point x E j3X is called real if f(x)-=/= oo for all f E C(X). 
The set of all real points of j3X endowed with the subspace topology is a real-
compact space. Moreover this space is the smallest realcompact space containing 
x. Thus, the set nfEC(X) 1-1(IR.) ~ j3X endowed with the subspace topology is 
the universal realcompactification vX of X. This description of the realcompact 
reflection of a Tychonoff space is given in [39]. 
In order to develop a frame-theoretic analogue of the real points of j3L for a 
frame L, we first need to describe the frame of reals. The description we use is 
that given by Banaschewski and Mulvey [21]. A different but equivalent descrip-
tion appears in Johnstone's book [54]. 
The frame of reals is the frame .C(IR.) generated by all (p, q) E Q x Q subject 
to the relations: 
(Rl) (p, q) /\ (s, t) = (p Vs, q /\ t). 
(R2) (p, q) V (s, t) = (p, t) whenever p s; s < q s; t. 
(R3) (p,q) = V{(s,t)IP < s < t < q}. 
(R4) e = V{(p, q)lp, q E Q}. 
Since .C(IR.) is regular continuous [12], it follows that it has a smallest strong 
inclusion <l. Recall that u <l v iff u -<( v and either tu is compact, or tv* is compact. 
But this is precisely the condition that u -<( v, and there exists p, q E Q such that 












Denote by .C*(JR) the frame of all <l-regular ideals in .C(JR). 
Now consider the ideal Is generated by all (p, q) where p, q E Q. 
Proposition 4.7 Is is a maximal element of the frame .C*(JR). 
PROOF: It is clear that Is E .C*(JR). Suppose J ::J Is. Then there exists u E J 
such that u 'i (p, q), for all (p, q) E Q x Q. Now, since J is <J-regular, there exists 
v E J such that u <J v. But this implies that u -< v and v* :::; (p, q), for some 
(p, q) E Q x Q. Since v E J, there exists w E J such that v* V w = e. But this 
implies that w V (p, q) = e, and hence J =.te. D 






Note that if I E .C*(JR) such that VI = e then I 2 Is and thus the map ] is 
codense. Also,] is onto since j is onto and hence 4-Is "'.C(JR). 
Remark 4.7 
1. It is clear that the ideal Is in the previous proposition is just the ideal of all 
a E .C(JR) such that a « e. In general, for any regular continuous frame L, 
a« e iff ta* is compact. Thus the set Is of all elements a such that a<< e 
is a <l-regular ideal (where <l is the smallest strong inclusion on L). It is easy 
to check that Is is maximal in the frame of all <J-regular ideals in L and that 
4-Is ~ L. This result is well-known and appears in [29] 
2 . .C*(JR) ~('.)JR* via the isomorphism¢>: .C*(JR) -+('.)JR* given by 
¢>(I)= { LJI if I EVE 












Let h : .C(IR) ---+ L be a frame homomorphism, and suppose j : .C* (IR) ---+ .C(IR) 
be the join map. Then since jL : /3L---+ Lis the compact regular coreflection of L, 
it follows that there is a unique extension h: .C*(IR) ---+ /3L such that the square 
commutes. 
.C(IR) ~L 
JC(R) l IJL 
.C*(IR) h j]L 
Definition 4.8 A prime ideal I E f3L is called real if I 7J. h(JB) for any frame 
homomorphism h : .C(IR) ---+ L. 
Proposition 4.9 An ideal I E f3L is real iff I is CJ-proper maximal. 
PROOF: Firstly note that since j]L is regular, all the prime elements of /3L are 
maximal. It remains to show that a maximal ideal I E /3L is CJ-proper iff I does 
not contain any of the h(IB)· 
Let I be a maximal ideal in f3L. If I is CJ-proper, then I cannot contain any h(JB) 
since none of these ideals are CJ-proper. 
Conversely, suppose I is not CJ-proper. Then I contains a regular sequence a 1 -< 
a2 -< a3 -< · · · such that V L an = e. 





if r < 0 
n:Sr:Sn+l 
cp(p,q) = V{c;, /\ cq'IP < p' < q' < q} 
To see that <p extends to a frame homomorphism it remains to show that the 













cp(p, q) /\ cp(r, s) 
Re (R2): 
V{c;, /\ Cq'IP < p' < q' < q} /\ V{c;, /\Cs' Ir< r' < s' < s} 
V { c;, /\ Cq' /\ c;, /\ Cs' IP < p' < q' < q and r < r' < s' < s} 
V { c;'Vr' /\ Cq1 /\s' IP V r < p' V r' < q' /\ s' < q /\ s} 
cp(p V r, q /\ s) 
Given p :S s < q :S t then cp(p, q) :S cp(p, t) and cp(s, t) :S cp(p, t) and hence 
cp(p, q) V cp(s, t) :S cp(p, t). 
For the reverse inequality, we consider three cases: If s < p', then c;, /\Ct' :S c;, /\Ct' 
for s < s' < p'. Hence c;, /\ Ct' :S cp(p, q). 
Similarly, if t' < q, then c;, /\Ct' :S c;, /\ cq' fort' < q' < q. Hence c;, /\ct' :S cp(p, q). 
If p' :S s and q :S t' and suppose s' and q' are such that s :S s' :S q' :S q, then 
( c;, /\ Ct' /\ cq') V ( c;, /\ Ct' /\ c;,) 
( c;, /\ Cq' ) V ( c;, /\ ct' ) 
(c;, V c;,) /\ (cq V c;,) /\ (c;, V Ct')/\ (cq' V Ct') 
c;, /\ e /\ e /\ Ct' 
Cp' /\Ct' 
Thus, c;, /\ Ct' :S ( c;, /\ cq') V ( c;, /\ Ct') and hence c;, /\ Ct' :S cp(p, q) V cp( s, t). 
In all three cases cp(p, t) :S cp(p, q) V cp(s, t). 
Re (R3): 
V{cp(r,s)IP < r < s < q} 
Re (R4): 
v { cp(p, q) IP, q E Q} 














since c:_ 1 = e and V{cqlq E Q} = V{anln EN}. 
Now, r.p(p, q) ~ cq and hence r.p(p, q) E J, from which it follows that rp(IB) ~ I. 
Thus I is not real. 0 
Remark 4.9 The description of the Urysohn-type function <pas well as the proof 
that it determines a frame homomorphism appears in [16) where the authors use 
it to characterise pseudocompactness in frames. We have quoted the details here 
for the sake of completeness. 
Definition 4.10 A frame Lis called pseudocompact if every frame homomorphism 
h: .C(JR) -t L is bounded, i.e. h((p, q)) = e for some p, q E Q. 
Proposition 4.11 A frame L is pseudocompact i.ff every maximal I E f3L is real. 
PROOF: Note that Lis pseudocompact iff h(IB) = e for any frame homomorphism 
h : .C(JR) -t L, where h: .C*(JR) -t f3L is the extension of L. Thus, if L is pseudo-
compact, I "1_ h(IB) for every maximal I E {3L. On the other hand, suppose L is 
not pseudocompact. Then there exists a frame homomorphism <p : .C(JR) -t L such 
that rp(JB) # e. But then rp(IB) maximal, since IB is maximal. Clearly rp(IB) is 
not real. 0 
Since f3L is a regular Lindelof frame, it follows that the join map JL : f3L -t L 
factors uniquely through the join map JL : 1-lCozL -t L. 
{3L h L 
~/( 
1-lCozL 
If f3L denotes the frame of all regular ideals in CozL, then h(I) {a E 
CozLla ~VS, for some countable S ~I}. 
Proposition 4.12 The real points of f3L are precisely the images of the prime 












PROOF: 1-lCozL is regular, so the prime elements are precisely the maximal ele-
ments. Let J be a maximal element of 1-lCozL. Then h* ( J) is prime and hence 
maximal in f3L. Also, h*(J) is a-proper, for suppose S ~ h*(J) is countable. Then 
h[S] ~ J and hence V h[S] E J. But then h(V S) E J from which it follows that 
VS=/= e. Hence by Proposition 4.9 h*(J) is real. 
On the other hand, suppose J is a a-proper maximal regular ideal in CozL. Then 
h(J) -f. e and since h is onto it follows that h(J) is maximal. Thus, h*h(J) is 
maximal in f3L, i.e. h*h(J) = J. D 
Corollary 4.13 Let L be a frame, then the spatial quotient of f3L corresponding 
to the real points is isomorphic to S1-lCozL. 
PROOF: This follows immediately from Proposition 3.12 D 
Corollary 4.14 The relatively spatial quotient of JL : f3L -t L corresponding to 













Zero dimensional frames 
5.1 Intr.oduction 
As with realcompactness, there are two frame-theoretic notions of N-compactness. 
Both notions are discussed by Schlitt [77], [78] in the form of Stone-N-compactness 
(S-N-compactness) and Herrlich-N-compactness (H-N-compactness). Schlitt fur-
thermore shows that the S-N-compact frames are precisely the zero dimensional 
LindelOf frames iff the Axiom of Countable Choice holds. It is also to be noted that 
Paseka [71] had independently, and at about the same time as Schlitt, observed 
that this notion of N-compactness corresponds to the zero dimensional LindelOf 
property (but he did not mention the equivalence of this fact to the Axiom of 
Countable Choice). 
Schlitt's second notion of N-compactness, viz. H-N-compactness, turned out 
to be more compatable with the classical notion. He showed that a space X is N-
compact iff its frame of opens OX is H-N-compact. In this chapter we investigate 













5.2 Strongly zero dimensional frames 
Definition 5.1 A completely regular frame L is called strongly zero dimensional 
if (3L is zero dimensional. 
Remark 5.1 Since compact regular frames are spatial (assuming the Boolean 
ultrafilter theorem), it follows that a space X is strongly zero dimensional iff OX 
is strongly zero dimensional. 
Proposition 5.2 The following are equivalent for a frame L: 
1) L is strongly zero-dimensional. 
2) (3L"' (L. 
3) If a -<-< b in L then there exists c E JIBL such that a ::; c ::; b. 
4) If a -< b in CozL then there exists c E JIBL such that a ::; c::; b. 
5) CozL is zero dimensional (as a a-frame). 
7) C oz,,,L = JIB,,,L for every ca dinal "' > W1. 
8) Coz,,,L is zero dimensional for every cardinal"'> w. 
9) 1£,,,Coz,,,L is zero-dimensional for every cardinal"'> w. 
PROOF: (1) =} (2): This follows from the fact that (L is the universal zero-
dimensional compactification of L. 
(2) =} (3): If (3L c:>1 (L then the strong inclusions corresponding to the two com-
pactifications coincide. But the strong inclusion on L corresponding to (3L is the 
completely below relation, and the strong inclusion corresponding to ( L is <lJBlL 
where a <lJBlL b iff there exists c E JIBL such that a ::; c ::; b. 












( 4) =? ( 5): Each a E C ozL is a countable join of cozero elements rather below it. 
Thus, each a E CozL is a countable join of complemented elements. 
(5) =? (6) =? (7) =? (8) =? (9): Trivial. 
(9) =? (5): If each 1l,,,Coz,,,L is zero dimensional, then in particular 1lCozL is zero 
dimensional. Note that the complemented elements of 1lCozL are all principal 
ideals generated by complemented elements of L. Since the principal ideals of 
1lCozL are exactly the Lindelof elements, it follows that these are countable joins 
of complemented elements of 1lCozL. Thus, CozL is a zero dimensional a-frame. 
(5) =? (1): Suppose IE (3L, i.e. I is a regular ideal in CozL. Lets E I. Thens -< t 
for some t E I, i.e. there exists s E CozL such that s /\ s = 0 and s Vt= e. Since 
CozL is zero-dimensional, there exists a countable set {bn E lIBLln E N} such that 
V bn = e and bi ::; s or bi ::; t for each i E N. Let z1 = bi and bn = Zn/\ (Vi<n bi)*. 
Then V Zn= e and Zi /\ Zj = 0 if i # j. Let b = V{zilzi::; t}. Note that b E lIBL 
since b* = V{zilzi 1:. t} = V{zilzi ::; s}. Thus b* ::; sand hence s /\ b* = 0. Also, 
b ::; t and so s ::; b ::; t and hence b E I. Thus I may be expressed as a join of 
principal ideals generated by complemented elements. 0 
Remark 5.2 
1. Every strongly zero dimensional frame is zero dimensional: Let a E L. Then 
since L is completely regular, a = V ai, ai -<-< a. But then for each i there 
exists bi E lIBL such that ai ::; bi ::; a. Thus a = V bi. 
2. Since CozL '"""' Caz vL, it follows that L is strongly zero dimensional iff vL 
is strongly zero dimensional. 
Corollary 5.3 Let "" > w. A completely regular K,-Lindelof frame L is zero-
dimensional iff L is strongly zero-dimensional. 
PROOF: If L is zero-dimensional K,-Lindelof, then 1l,,,Coz,,,L is zero-dimensional, 













Corollary 5.4 Let"' > w. Then JL : 1l,,,JB,,,L -+ L is the universal zero-dimensional 
K,-Lindelofication. 
PROOF: Let h : M -+ L be a zero-dimensional Lindelofication. Then h[lBM] ~ JBL 
and hence h[lB,,,M] ~ JB,,,L. But M is strongly zero-dimensional, so JB,,,M = 
Coz,,,M. Thus h is over JB,,,L. From Proposition 2.13, 1l,,,JB,,,L is the universal 
K,-LindelOfication over JB,,,L. Hence h factors uniquely through 1i,,,JB,,,L. D 
Remark 5.4 A description of the universal zero dimensional LindelOfication of a 
zero dimensional frame L first appeared in [71]. Here it is described as the smallest 
subframe of the frame a-'JL of all a-ideals of L containing lBa-'JL. In [78] and [17] 
the .universal zero dimensional Lindelofication is obtained as a quotient of ( L by 
way of a special case of the nucleus described in Proposition 2.15. Proposition 
2.18 may be applied to obtain the equivalence between 1ilBw1 L and the frame .f)JBL 
described in [17]. 
5.3 N-Compact Frames 
Definition 5.5 A frame L is called N-compact if every a-proper maximal ideal in 
JBL is completely proper. 
Remark 5.5 Schlitt [78] also showed that the above definition is conservative, 
i.e. a zero dimensional space X is N-compact iff OX is an N-compact frame. 
Lemma 5.6 (Banaschewski-Gilmour [17]) A frame L is N-compact i.ff every max-
imal ideal J E 1ilBw1 L is principal. 
·PROOF: We show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the a-proper 
maximal ideals in JBL and the maximal a-ideals in lBw1 L. 
Let J be a a-proper maximal ideal in JBL. Then the ideal [J] = {V SIS ~ 












then I< n JIBL = J since J is maximal. Hence J{ = [J], i.e. [J] is a maximal er-ideal 
in lffiw1 L. 
On the other hand, let P be a maximal a-ideal in lffiw1 L. Then P n JIBL is er-proper. 
We claim that P n JIBL is maximal. For, suppose b ¢:. P n JIBL. Then .J,bn .J,b* ~ P. 
Now Pis maximal and hence prime and thus .J,b* ~ P. It follows that b* E PnlffiL, 
and hence .J,bV P n JIBL = e. D 
Remark 5.6 Since lffiw1 L ~ CozL it follows from Proposition 4.2 that all N-
compact frames are realcompact. 
Corollary 5.7 If L is strongly zero dimensional1 then L is realcompact iff L zs 
N-compact. 
PROOF: This follows from the fact that CozL = lffiw1 L. D 
Proposition 5.8 A frame L is N-compact iff the map S j : S1-llffiw1 L -+ SL is an 
isomorphism. 
PROOF: Consider the following commuting square: 
Now, S j · S1£JIBw
1 
L = s L · j is onto and hence S j is onto. Thus it suffices to show 
that L is N-compact iff S j is codense. 
Suppose Lis N-compact. Let J be maximal in 1-llffiw1 L. Then j(J) #- e and since 
j is onto, it follows that j(J) is maximal. Thus S£ · j(J) i- e. Now, suppose 
Sj · S1£JIBw
1 
L(/) = e. Then S£ · j(I) = e. Thus I is not contained in a maximal ideal, 
and hence S1£JIBLwi (I) = e. 
Conversely, suppose S j is codense. Let J{ be a maximal element of 1-llffiw1 L. Then 
S£ · j(K) = Sj · S1£JIBw
1












and hence L is N-compact. D 
Corollary 5.9 The category of N-compact frames is corefiective in the category 
of zero dimensional frames with coreflection maps given by the relatively spatial 
reflection of ]L : 1l1Blw1 L --+ L. 
PROOF: This follows immediately from Proposition 3.32. D 
Corollary 5.10 The category NKFrm of N-compact frames is the relatively spa-
tial hull of the category of zero dimensional Lindelof frames. 
Remark 5.10 The description of the N-compact coreflection as the relatively 
spatial reflection of the zero dimensional Lindelof coreflection appears in [17]. 
Corollary 5.11 A frame L is spatial and N-compact iff L is the spatial reflection 
of a zero dimensional LindelOf frame. 
5.4 ~-Type Stone dualities 
Denote by ODFrm and OD11;Frm the categories of zero dimensional frames and 
zero dimensional K-frames. We define a covariant functor 6K, : ODFrm--+ OD11;Frm 
by <5K,(L) = JB\K,L and homomorphism restriction. Note that for every frame 
homomorphism h : M --+ L, h[JB\M] ~ JB\L and thus h[JB\K,M] ~ JB\K,L. Hence 
6K,h : 6K,M --+ 6K,L defined by 6K,h(a) = h(a) is a well-defined K-frame homo-
morphism. 
Recall that the functor 1lK, : R11;Frm--+ CRFrm takes a K-frame to its frame 
of K-ideals. Now for any zero dimensional K-frame A, 1lK,A is a (strongly) zero 












Proposition 5.12 The functor 1-l,,, is left adjoint to 6,,,. The unit of the adjunc-
tion 7JA : A -t 6,,, 1-l,,,A given by 77£( a) =..I- a is cin isomorphism and the counit 
EL: 1-l,,,6,,,L -t L is given by EL(J) =VJ. 
PROOF: For the naturality of 7J and E, let h: A -t B be a x:-frame homomorphism 
and k: L -t Ma frame homomorphism. Now, consider the two squares: 
A~ 6,,,1-l,,,A 
hl l6KHKh 
B ---r; 6,,, 1-l,,,B 
The first square commutes since 6,,,1-lh · 7JA(a) = 6,,,1-l,,,h[..I- a] =.!- h(a) = 7JB · 
h(a). Towards showing the second square commutes, let J E 1-l,,,6,,,L. Then 
EM· 1-l,,,6,,,k(J) = EMK, where K is the x:-ideal in IIB,,,M generated by k[J]. Now, 
EMK = V M k[J] = k(V L J) = k · EL(J). For the adjunction identities: 
6,,,L 7)6 Kf 6,,,1-£6,,,L 6 K"r 6,,,L is the identity a i---+..J_a H V ..j_a =a. And 
1-l,,,A HK7Jf 1-l,,,6,,, 1-l,,,A "UKA 1-l,,,A is the identity J H { K E 1-l,,,AIK ~..J_a, for some a E 
J} H LJ{ ..J-aia E J} = J. 0 
Proposition 5.13 The functors 1-l,,, and 6,,, induce an equivalence between the 
full subcategories of (strongly) zero dimensional x:-Lindelof frames and zero di-
mensional x:-frames. 
PROOF: This follows immediately from the fact that the unit 7J of the adjunction 
above is an isomorphism, and the counit yields the zero dimensional x:-LindelOf 
coreflection. D 
Remark 5.13 In [92] P-frames are defined analogously to P-spaces [39], viz. a 
frame Lis called a P-frame iff CozL is a Boolean a-algebra. Clearly all P-frames 
are strongly zero dimensional, and the functors 1-lw1 and 6w1 induce an equivalence 












5.5 The natural points of (L 
We denote by N the complete atomic Boolean algebra with countably many atoms. 
The frame N is called the frame of naturals. Since N is regular continuous, it has 
a smallest compactification N* ,where N* is the frame of all ideals I in N such 
that for every a E J, a is either a join of finitely many atoms, or a~ b E J, where 
b* is a join of finitely many atoms. 
Let L be a zero-dimensional frame. Then every frame homomorphism h : N -+ 
L extends to a frame homomorphism h: N*-+ (L such that the square 
commutes. 
Definition 5.14 A prime element J E I',(L is called a natural prime or a natural 
point if J "Jd. h(IF) for any frame homomorphism h : N-+ L,' where IF is the ideal 
of all finite elements of N. 
Proposition 5.15 Let L be a zero-dimensional frame. Then the natural points of 
(L are precisely the CJ-proper maximal ideals of TEL. 
PROOF: Note that h(IF) is the ideal in TEL generated by h[IF], and since IF is not 
CJ-proper, it follows that h(IF) is not CJ-proper. Thus, if J ~ h(IF) then J is not 
CJ-proper. 
Conversely, suppose J is not CJ-proper. Then there exists a countable S ~ J 
such that VS = e. Let z1 = s1, and Zn = Sn /\ (Vi<n Si)*, for n > l. Then 
{Zn In E N} is a set of pairwise disjoint complemented elements whose join is e. 
Suppose {anln E N} is the set of atoms of N. Consider the map cp : N -+ L 
where cp(an) =Zn· It is clear that cp defines a frame homomorphism. Furthermore 












Let h : ( L ~ 1llIBw1 L be the frame homomorphisms determined by the nucleus 
in Proposition 2.15. If one considers (Las the frame .jJIBL of all ideals in JIBL, then 
h(I) ={a E lIBw1 Lla::; VS, for some countable S ~I}. 
Proposition 5.16 The natural points of (L are precisely the images of the prime 
(maximal) elements of 1l11:lIBw1 L under the right adjoint h* of the map h described 
above. 
PROOF: Let J be a maximal a-ideal in ~JIBE· Then h*(J) is prime and hence 
maximal in (L. Now, suppose S ~ h*(J) is countable. Then h[S] ~ J and since 
J is a a-ideal, it follows that V h[S] E J. Thus h(V S) E J and since J is proper 
it follows that VS# e. Thus, h*(J) is a-proper. 
On the other hand, suppose I is a a-proper maximal ideal in JIBL. Then h(I) # e 
and since h is onto, it follows that h(I) is maximal. Thus h*h(I) is proper. But 
since h*h(I) 2 I, and I is maximal it follows that I= h*h(I). D 
Corollary 5.17 Let L be a zero dimensional frame. Then the spatial quotient of 
( L corresponding to the natural points is isomorphic to S1llIBw1 L. 
Corollary 5.18 Let L be a zero dimensional frame. Then the relatively spatial 
quotient of jL : (L ~ L corresponding to the natural points of (L is vL, the 
N-compact corefiection of L. 
5.6 N-Pseudocompact Frames 
Definition 5.19 Let M be a regular continuous frame. We call a E M bounded 
if a << e. A frame homomorphism h : M ~ L is called bourided if h(a) = e for 
some bounded a E M. 
Definition 5.20 Let M be a regular continuous frame. A frame L is called M-












Remark 5.20 The set of all bounded elements of a regular continuous frame M 
form an ideal denoted by 18 . It is clear from our definition that a frame L is 
M-pseudocompact iff the ideal generated by h[I8 ] is L (or, simply h[I8 ] = L). 
Proposition 5.21 Every compact regular frame L is M-pseudocompact for e~ery 
regular continuous frame M. 
PROOF: Let i.p : M -+ L be a frame homomorphism. Since M is regular continu-
ous, it follows that V IB = e. Thus, V rp[IB] = e. Now, since L is compact, there 
exists a E 18 such that rp(a) = e. Thus, rp[IB] = L. D 
Proposition 5.22 Let L be a frame. Then the following are equivalent: 
1) L is N -pseudocompact 
2) Every increasing sequence of complemented elements in L terminates. 
3) 1IBw1 L is compact. 
5) v L is compact. 
6) vL,....., (L 
PROOF: (1) * (2): Let s1 :S s2 :S s3 :S · · · be an increasing sequence of com-
plemented elements in L. Let {anln E N} be the set of all atoms of N. Define 
a map cp : N -+ L by cp(ai) = s1 and rp(ai) = (Vi<n si)* /\ Sn· Then cp ex-
tends to a frame homomorphism which, by our hypothesis is bounded. Thus, 
e = cp(sk1 V · · · skJ :S Sk, where k = max{k1, ... , kn}· 
(2) * (3): Let {anln EN}~ 1IBw1 L with Vai = e. Let X1 = a1 and Xn = Vis_nai· 
Then (xn) is an increasing sequence with V Xi = e. Since (xn) terminates, Xk = e 
for some k E N and hence V i<k ai = e. 













( 4) ::::} ( 5): 11JIBw1 L is compact regular and hence spatial. Thus, it is isomorphic to 
the relatively spatial reflection of j L : 11JIBw1 L -t L [17]. Thus, v L "' 1IJIBw1 L. 
(5)::::} (6): Since vL is zero dimensional compact, and (Lis N-compact, it follows 
from the universal properties of vL and (L that vL ~ (L. 
(6) ::::} (1): Since N is N-compact, it follows that every frame homomoprhism 
r.p : N -t L factors through JL : vL -t L. But, vL ::: (L and hence r.p factors 
through the map JL : (L -t L. 
Now, (Lis compact and hence N-pseudocompact, and thus rp is bounded. Hence 
r.p is bounded. D 
Remark 5.22 Since lIBw
1 
L ~ CozL it follows that every pseudocompact frame is 














6 .1 Introduction 
The notion of E-compact spaces was introduced by Engelking and Mrowka [36], 
[65] as a common generalisation of compact Hausdorff spaces and realcompact 
spaces (originally called Q-spaces). The definition of E-complete regularity of a 
space X given by the authors in [36] was that points and closed sets are separated 
by continuous functions from X to some finite power of E. This definition was 
earlier shown to be equivalent (by Mrowka himself) to the more popular charac-
terisation that X may be embedded into some power of E. 
In [43] H. Herrlich introduced the notion of a k-compact space, for an infinite 
nonmeasurable cardinal k. M. Husek later showed that the class of k-compact 
spaces is simple in Haus, i.e. there exists a k-compact space Pk such that every 
k-compact space can be embedded as a closed subspace of a power of Pk. Indepen-
dently of Engelking and Mrowka, Herrlich introduced the notions of £-regular and 
£-compact spaces, where E may be an arbitrary class of topological spaces. The 
idea was to develop a common generalisation of compact, realcompact as well as 
k-compact spaces. A more complete account of the development of these notions 
is provided in [46]. In [49] Hong introduced the notion of a zero dimensionally 












spaces is simple in Haus. 
In this chapter we shall discuss the frame-theoretic analogues of k-compact 
spaces, zero dimensionally k-compact spaces and E-compact spaces. We also in-
vestigate the role of the frames of open sets of Rusek and Hong's spaces. 
6.2 E-regular frames 
Definition 6.1 Let E be a frame. A frame L is called E-regular if it is a quotient 
of a copower of E. 
Remark 6.1 
1. It is clear from the definition that E-regular frames are closed under co-
products and quotients. 
2. In [36] Engelking and Mrowka defined a space X to be E-regular (E-completely 
regular in their terminology) for some space E if for any closed subspace 
A ~ X and any p (j. A there exists a continuous function f : X --+ En 
for some natural number n, such that f (p) (j. ClEnf[A]. This condition was 
shown to be equivalent to the condition that X be embedded into some power 
Em of E by Mrowka [64]. 
Proposition 6.2 Let E be a sober space. Then a T0 space X is E-regular iff OX 
is OE-regular. 
PROOF: Suppose Xis E-regular. Then there exists an embedding e: X Y TI1 E 
for some index set J. Applying the functor 0, we obtain: 
OX~ arr E,..., SffiOE s~ ffiOE 
I I 
Both Oe and SffioE are quotients and hence OX is an OE-regular frame. 













q: EB OE--+ OX. Applying the functor :E, we obtain: 
x <--+ :EOX ~ :E EB OE 
Now, O:E(EB OE) ~ 0 IT E and hence :E(EB OE) ~ :EO(IT E) ~ IT E since E 
is sober. Since X is T0 , the sobrification map X <---t :EOX is an embedding, and 
since q: EB OE--+ OX is a quotient between spatial frames, it follows that :Eq is 
an embedding. Hence Xis E-regular. D 
Examples 
1. All frames are 3-regular, where 3 is the 3-chain. 
2. The £(1R)-regular frames are precisely the completely regular frames. See 
[54]. 
3. Let lffi2 denote the four-element Boolean algebra. Then the lffirregular frames 
are precisely the zero dimensional frames. See [71 J. 
4. Let A be any zero dimensional frame with at least two atoms. Then Iffi:i is 
clearly a quotient of A. Thus, lffi2 is A-regular, and hence from Example 
3 above, every zero dimensional frame is A-regular. On the other hand, A 
is zero dimensional, and hence lffi2-regular, from which it follows that the 
A-regular frames are precisely the zero dimensional frames. In particular, 
for any complete atomic Boolean algebra (except for the 2-chain) A, the 
A-regular frames are exactly the zero dimensional frames. 
Definition 6.3 Let E be a regular frame. Then a dense extension h : M --+ L of 
a frame L is called a CE-extension if for any frame homomorphism cp : E --+ L 
there exists a frame homomorphism <p : E --+ M such that the triangle 















Recall that for a regular frame L, the collection C av ( L) of all covers of L forms 
a nearness, called the fine nearness of L. (See [11].) Let E be a regular frame 
endowed with its fine nearness. Let L be an E-regular frame. Then the nearness 
generated by the covers cp1 [C] /\ · · · /\cpk[C] where 'Pi: E -t Lare frame homomor-
phisms and CE Cov(E) is called the E-nearness of L. 
Let E be a fine nearness frame. Consider all frame homomorphisms cp : E-t L, 
and form the copower of E indexed by the set I of all such frame homomorphisms. 
If L is E-regular let k : ffi1 E -t L be the canonical frame homomorphism such 
that for any cp : E -t L the diagram 
commutes. Now, take any C E N ffi1 E. Then C = acp1 [CJ /\ · · · /\ a'Pk [CJ, 
for some C E Cov(E) and frame homomorphisms 'Pi : E -t L. Now k[CJ = 
k[acp 1 [CJ/\···/\ a'Pk [CJ] = k · acp1 [CJ/\···/\ k · acpJC] = cpi[CJ /\ · · · /\ cpk[CJ. Thus, 
the members of the E-nearness on L are precisely the images of the members of 
N ffi1 E. In particular, since ffi1 Eis strong, it follows that L with the E-nearness 
is a strong nearness frame. 
Proposition 6.4 Let E be a regular frame, and L an E-regular frame. Then the 
fallowing are equivalent: 
1) L is a closed quotient of a copower of E. 
2) Every CE-extension of L is an isomorphism. 
3) L is complete in its E-nearness. 
PROOF: (1) :=;. (2): Suppose L ~ts for s E ffi 1 E for some indexing set I. Let 












there exists &i : E --+ M such that the square 
commutes. By the property of the coproduct, there exists a unique & : EB1 E--+ M 
such that &i = a · ai for each i E I. Then v · ai = h · &i = h · & · ai, and hence 
v = h · &. Now, OL = v(s) = h · &(s). Since his dense, it follows that &(s) =OM. 
Thus the restriction k of v to t s is a frame homomorphism such that a = k · v. 
Thus, v = h · k · v and since vis an epimorphism, it follows that h · k = idM. Now, 
h is dense and since it is a homomorphism between regular frames, it is manic. 
Hence h is a retraction and a monomorphism, i.e. h is an isomorphism. 
(2) => (3): Any frame homomorphism t.p: E--+ Lis clearly a nearness map. Since 
Eis a complete nearness frame, it factors through the completion "!LL of L, since 
L is a strong nearness. (See [19] for the proof that completion is a corefiection for 
strong nearness frames.) Thus, the completion "!LL of L is a CE-extension, from 
which it follows that L is complete. 
(3) => (1): Consider the dense-closed quotient factorisation of the quotient map 
k: EBE--+ L: 
EBE k L 
~/ 
ts 
We endow ts with the E-nearness, i.e. the nearness consisting of covers of the 
forms V [CJ = { s V cic E C} for a nearness cover C in EBE. Then ts is a nearness 
frame and h :ts --+ L is a nearness map. But since L is complete, it follows that 
L "'ts and hence Lis E-complete. 0 
Definition 6.5 Let E be a regular frame. An E-regular frame satisfying the above 













1. If E = OJR then the E-complete frames are precisely the regular Lindelof 
frames [60]. 
2. If E = ON then the E-complete frames are precisely the zero dimensional 
LindelOf frames [77], [71]. 
Unless otherwise stated, from now onwards the frame E shall be assumed to 
be regular. 
Let E be a regular frame. We denote by ERFrm and by ECFrm the categories 
of E-regular and E-complete frames respectively. 
Proposition 6.6 For any frame E the category ECFrm is coreflective in ERFrm. 
PROOF: The result follows immediately from the fact that every E-regular frame is 
a strong nearness frame, and completion is coreflective for strong nearness frames.O 
We denote the E-completion of an E-regular frame L by 'YL : GEL --t L. 
6.3 Strongly K-Lindelof frames 
We know that the N-complete frames are the zero dimensional LindelOf frames 
({77], [71]). In this section we investigate the E-complete frames for an arbitrary 
complete atomic Boolean algebra E. 
Let A11:+l denote the complete atomic Boolean algebra with K atoms. 
Remark It is clear from our notation that we wish to consider only A" where K 
is a non-limit cardinal. Since our study is restricted to regular cardinals, it means 
that the cardinals we consider are those that are not weakly inaccessible. Note 
that the existence of weakly inaccessible cardinals cannot be proven in ZF without 












Proposition 6. 7 The AK-nearness on an AK-regular (i.e. zero dimensional) frame 
L is exactly the nearness generated by all K,-partitions (i.e. partitions that are K,-
sets). 
PROOF: Any frame homomorphism r.p : AK -+ L induces a /'!,-partition P = 
{r.p(a)Ja EAtom(AK)}, where Atom(AK) is the set of all atoms of AK. Conversely, 
for any /'!,-partition P of L, one may define a frame homomorphism r.p : AK -+ L 
mapping the atoms of AK to the members of P. In the case where IPI < Atom(AK), 
simply map the remaining atoms to the bottom. 0 
Definition 6.8 A zero dimensional frame L is called strongly K,-LindelOf if every 
cover of L has a /'!,-partition refinement. 
We denote the full subcategory of ODFrm consisting of the strong K,-LindelOf 
frames by S"'LindFrm. We now show that S"'LindFrm is a coreflective subcat-
egory of ODFrm. We do this by forming a quotient of (L by way of a nucleus 
suggested to us by B. Banaschewski. 
Consider the map k : ( L -+ ( L defined by: 
k(I) ={a E lIBLJ{a} /\ S ~I, for some /'!,-partition S} 
Lemma 6.9 The map k defined above is a nucleus. 
PROOF: 
Nl: For each a E J, {a}/\ {e} ~I and hence I~ k(I). 
N2: If I ~ J and if {a}/\ S ~ I for some /'!,-partition S, then {a}/\ S ·~ J and 
thus k(I) ~ k(J). 
N3: Suppose {a}/\ S ~ k(I) for some /'!,-partition S of L. Then, for each t E S, 
there exists a"' partition St such that {a/\t}/\St ~I. Put T = LJ{ {t}AStJt E 












N4: If a E k(J)nk(J), then there exist l'i:-partitions Sand T such that {a}/\S ~I 
and {a}/\ T ~ J. But, S /\Tis also a l'i:-partition and {a}/\ S /\ T ~-In J. 
Thus, k(I) n k(J) ~ k(I n J). o 
Lemma 6.10 Let k be the nucleus defined above. Then the quotient frame ((L)k 
is strongly l'i:-Lindelof. 
PROOF Let x be any cover of ((L)k. Then e E k(V x), from which it follows 
that there is a l'i:-partition S of L such that S ~ V x. Thus, for each t E S, 
t E Jlt V · · · V Int where lit E x for i = 1, ... , n. Hence t = c1 V · · · V Cn where 
ci E lit, i = 1, ... , n. Put t1 = c1 and ti = ci /\ ci /\ · · · /\ c;_1 and let [ti] be 
the ideal in JRL generated by ti. Then {[ti]lt E S} is a pairwise disjoint l'i:-set 
refining x. Also, since t = t1 V · · · V tn, it follows that S ~ V {[ti] It E S} and so 
e E kV{[ti]lt ES}. Thus, {[ti] It ES} is a l'i:-partition refinement of x. 0 
Lemma 6.11 Let L be a strongly l'i:-LindelOf frame and let k be the above nucleus. 
Then L'"'"' ((L)k. 
PROOF: We show that the join map j : ((L)k --+ L is a frame isomorphism. 
Firstly note that j is a frame homomorphism since it clearly preserves 0, e and 
binary meets. Also, if a E k(I) then {a} /\ S ~ I for some l'i:-partition S and 
hence a = V{a} /\ S S VJ. Thus, j(k(V Ii)) S j(V Ii)· On the other hand, 
j(k(V Ii) 2: j(V Ii)= V j(Ii), and so j(k(V Ji))= V j(Ji)· 
Secondly, j is onto: If a E k(..l. x) then {a} /\ S ~.!- x for some l'i:-partition S and 
hence a S x. Thus .!-x E ((L)k for each x EL, and j(.!-x) = x. 
It now suffices to show that j is codense. Suppose j(k(I)) = e. Then since L is 
strongly l'i:-Lindelof, the cover k(I) is refined by some l'i:-partition T. Thus T ~ k(I) 
and hence e E k2 (J) = k(I). 0 
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h is codense. Suppose h( a) = e. Then a is a join of complemented elements of 
M, i.e. a= V{bi E lIBMlbi :Sa}. Now, e = h(a) = h(V{bi E lIBMlbi :Sa})= 
V{h(bi)lbi :S a, bi E lIBM}. Thus, {h(bi)lbi :S a, bi E lIBM} is a cover of L and 
therefore has a /'\;-partition refinement A= {aili E I}. From Proposition 6.7 we 
know that A is in the A11:-nearness of L, and since h is a uniform surjection, it 
follows that {h*(ai)li EI} E NM. In particular, V{h*(ai)li EI}= e. But for 
each i E I there exists b E JIBM, b :::; a such that ai :::; h(b), or h*(ai) :::; b. (h is 
one-to-one on the Boolean part of M.) Thus, V{h*(ai)li EI} :Sa from which it 
follows that = e. D 
Corollary 6.15 A zero dimensional frame L is strongly f);-LindelOf i.ff L is com-
plete with respect to the nearness generated by all /'\;-partitions of L. Furthermore, 
the strong f);-LindelOfication may be obtained by completing with respect to this 
nearness. 
6.4 Zero dimensional ~-Lindelof frames 
We recall the definition of a f);-LindelOf frame, given in Chapter 2. 
Definition 6.16 Let /'\; be an infinite cardinal. Then a frame is called /'\;-Lindelof 
if every cover has a f);-subcover, i.e. a cover which is a r;;-set. 
Remark 6.16 
1. Every strongly r;;-Lindelof frame is r;;-LindelOf. 
2. Every r;;-Lindelof Boolean frame is strongly r;;-Lindelof. 
3. The w1-Lindel6f frames are precisely the strongly w1-Lindel6f frames. 
We shall now show that for every non-limit regular cardinal r;;, there exists a 












example is the frame of opens of the space used by Hong [49] to show that the 
class of zero dimensionally k-compact spaces is simple. 
Let 2 be the two point discrete space and let H~+i be the frame of opens of 
the space Y>.+1 = 2x - {O}, for any set X with cardinality .A and Ox = 0 for each 
xEX. 
Proposition 6.17 For K = .A+ 1, the frame H~ is K-Lindelof, but not strongly 
K-LindelOf. 
PROOF: Firstly note that the subbasic opens of Y,_ are of the form ]x = {a E 
Y,_ I ax = 1} and IDx = {a E Y,_ I ax = 0}. Thus H~ has a basis of cardinality strictly 
less than K and hence every cover has a K-cover refinement. 
We shall now show that the cover U = Pxlx EX} has no K-partition refinement. 
Suppose P is a K-partition refining U. For each x E X, let Xx be the character-
istic function at x, i.e. (Xx)x = 1 and (xx)y = 0 for y -=/= x. Now, each Xx is in 
some unique Px E P. Since P refines U and Xx E ]Y iff x = y, it follows that 
Xx E Px ~ ]x· Now, Xx E Bx ~ Px for some basic open set Bx in Y,_. Since 
Bx ~ ]x and IDy ~ ]x for any y E X, it follows that Bx = ]x n ID F,,, where Fx 
is finite, x ~ Fx and IDp,, = /\{IDzlz E Fx}· Now, consider any y ~ FxU{x}. 
We now claim that x E Fy where Xy E ]Y n IDFy ~ Py ~ ]Y. For, if x ~ Fy, then 
] x n ID F:,, n ] y n ID Fy -=!= (/J. (Consider a with ax = ay = 1 and a z = 0 for all z ~ { x' y}.) 
But, ]x n IDF,,, n ]y n IDFy ~ Px n Py and hence Px = Py. Thus Xx E ]y (P refines 
U) which contradicts the fact that x -=/= y. Let S be any countably infinite subset 
of X. Now the set LJ{Fxlx E S} US is countable, and since X is uncountable, 
we may choose y ~ LJ{Fxlx E S} US. From the above argument, it follows that 
S ~ Fy. This clearly contradicts the fact that Fy is finite. Hence it is not possible 
to refine U with a K-partition. 0 
Recall that the category ODKFrm is corefiective in ODFrm, with the corefiec-












obtained as a quotient of the Banaschewski compactification (L using the nucleus 
nK, defined by nK,(I) = {a E JIBLla :::; VS, S a r;;-subset of J}. Note that this is 
a special case of Proposition 2.18. Thus, we may use the familiar arguments to 
show: 
Corollary 6.18 The category of zero dimensional r;;-LindelOf frames is closed un-
der formation of coproducts and closed quotients. 
The following lemma was suggested to me by Bernhard Banaschewski as a 
means to prove the proposition that follows: 
Lemma 6.19 Let M be any regular frame and r.p: M--+ La (0, /\, e)-homomorphism 
taking covers to covers. Then there exists a frame homomorphism h : M --+ L such 
that h(c) = r.p(c) for all complemented c E M. 
PROOF: The map r.p is an L-valued Cauchy filter for the fine nearness of M. Hence 
h = r.p 0 : M --+ L, where r.p0 (a) = V { r.p( x) Ix -< a}, is a frame homomorphism be-
cause M is complete and strong [19]. Further, h(c) = r.p(c) for complemented 
c E M since c -< c. D 
Proposition 6.20 Let L be a zero dimensional frame. Then the H~-nearness on 
L is exactly the nearness generated by all K-covers of complemented elements of L. 
PROOF: The frame H~ is zero dimensional r;;-LindelOf and hence every uniform 
cover in the H2-nearness of L is refined by a r;;-cover of complemented elements. 
On the other hand, suppose A is a K-cover of L. We need to find a frame homo-
morphism h: H2--+ L such that h takes a cover of H~ to A. Let YK, = 2A - {O}, 
and H~ = OYK,. Define r.p : H2 --+ L as follows: 
where ]a = {z E YK,lza = 1} and IDa = {z E YK,lza = 0}. We claim that r.p is a 












Firstly note that cp(0) = V{a1 /\ ... /\an'/\ a~'+l /\ ... /\ a~l]a1 n ... ]an' n IDan'+1 n 
· · · n IDan ~ 0}. Now, if ]a1 n · · · n ]an' n IDan'+i n · · · n IDan ~ 0, then ai = a1 for 
some i E {1, ... , n'} and some j E { n' + 1, ... , n}, and hence ai /\ aj = 0. Thus 
cp(0) = 0. Also, ]a ~ Yx: for all a E A, and since A is a cover of L, it follows that 
cp(Yx:) = e. 
It is clear that cp is order-preserving. 
Suppose a :::; cp(U) n cp(V). Then a :::; a1 /\ · · · /\an' /\ a~'+l /\ · · · /\ a~, where 
]a1 n · · · n ]an' n IDan'+i n · · · n IDan ~ U and a :::; b1 /\···A bm' A b:ri'+l A··· A b:ri, 
where ]b1 n · · · n ]bm' n IDbm'+i n · · · n IDbm ~ .V. But then a :::; a1 A ···A an' A b1 A 
· · · /\ b'm /\ a~'+l /\···/\a~/\ b:ri'+I /\ · · · /\ b:ri, and ]a1 n · · · n ]an' n ]b1 n · · · n ]bm' n 
ID n · .. ID n · .. IDb n .. · n IDb c Un V. Thus a< cp(U n V). an'+l an m'+l m - ' -
It now suffices to show that cp takes covers to covers. Suppose LJiEI Wi = Yx:· Now,_ 
since each ]a is compact, it follows that ]a ~ Wi 1 U · · · U Wit. We may assume 
each wi is a basic open, i.e. Wik = ]akl n ... n ]a I n IDa I n ... n IDak . Thus, knk knk +l nk 
LJ ( n Xakr) where X = ] if 1 :::; r :::; n~ and ID if n~ < r :::; nk 
l:Sk:St l:Sr:Snk 
n ( LJ Xakrk) 
rES l:Sk9 
where S = {(r1, ... ,rt)ll :::; rk :::; nk} and X = ] if 1 < rk < n~ and ID if 
n~ < r :::; nk. 
It follows that ]a ~ Ui<k<t Xakr for all r E S. 
- - k ' 
Now, note that if ]a ~ ]a1 U · · · U ]an' U IDan'+i U · · · U IDan, then a E { a1, ... , an'} 
or {a1, ... , an'} n {an'+i' ... ,an} f. 0. For, if a¢:. {a1, ... ,an1 } and {a1, ... , an1 } n 
{an'+I, ... , an} = 0, then we may take z E Yx: such that Za = 1 = Zai for n' + 
1 :::; j :::; n, and Zai = 0 for 1 :::; i :::; n'. It is clear that z E ]a and z ¢:. 












In our situation, we therefore have that a~ Vi< < , akrk V V , < ak* for 
-~-nk nk<~_nk ~ 
all r E S, i.e. 
a < 
V ak /\ · · · /\ ak /\ ak* /\ · · · /\ ak* 1 nk n' +l Rk 
l<k<t k 
The last equality holds because cp(]a) = a and cp( IDa) = a* and hence cp(Wik) = 
cp(]akl n ... n ]ak I n IDak I l n ... n IDak ) = ak1 /\ ... /\ ak I /\ ak . /\ ... /\ akn . nk nk+ nk nk nk+l k 
Thus, a ~ V cp(Wi) for all a E A and hence cp(Wi) covers L. 
Applying Lemma 6.19, we obtain a frame homomorphism h = cp0 : H2 -+ L, with 
h(]a) = cp(]a) =a. This completes the proof since cp takes the cover Pala E A} 
to A. D 
Proposition 6.21 The following are equivalent for a zero dimensional frame L: 
1) L is H2-complete. 
2} L is zero dimensional /'\,-Lindelof. 
PROOF: The proof is similar to that of Proposition 6.14 and is therefore omitted.D 
Corollary 6.22 A zero dimensional frame L is /'\,-Lindelof iff it is complete with. 
respect to the ;iearness generated by all K,-covers of complemented elements of L. 
Furthermore the zero dimensional K,-Lindelofication may be obtained by completing 
with respect to this nearness. 
We know that the nearness generated by all /'\,-partitions of a zero dimensional 












nearness generated by all K-covers of complemented elements of L. It is therefore 
natural to enquire when the latter nearness is a uniformity. 
Proposition 6.23 For every non-limit cardinal K > w11 there exists a zero dimen-
sional frame LK such that the nearness generated by all K-covers of complemented 
elements in LK is not a uniformity. 
PROOF: Our candidate for LK is the frame H~ = OYK, YK = 2X - {O}, X a K-
set and the nearness in question is the fine nearness. We show that the cover 
U = Px!x EX} has no star refinement. Let A~* U. Then for each x EX, there 
exists Ax E A such that Xx E Fx, and AAx ~ ]x· (Recall that AAx is the star 
of Ax in A.) Let Bx be a basic neighbourhood of Xx in Ax. Then Bx = ]x n ([)Fx 
for some finite set Fx. Now, if y ~ ([)Fx U {x}, then x E Fy: For, if x ~ Fy, then 
]x n ([)Fx n ]y n ([)Fy =I- 0 (by the same argument as that of Proposition 6.17). Thus 
Bx n By =/:- 0 and hence By ~ AAx ~ ]x, which is not possible since Xy E By 
and Xy rt. ]x. Now take any countably infinite subset S of X. Then the set 
LJ{Fxlx ES} US is countable. If y rt. LJ{Fxlx ES} US, then S ~ Fy contradicting 
the fact that Fy is finite. D 
6.5 Completely regular ~-Lindelof frames 
In Chapter 2 we discussed Madden's [59] result that the category CRKLindFrm 
of all completely regular K Lindelof frames is coreflective in CRFrm. In this sec-
tion we shall show that the completely regular K-Lindelof frames are exactly the 
HK-complete frames for some frame HK. 
Recall (Corollary 2.10) that the category CRKLindFrm is closed under the 
formation of coproducts and closed quotients. 
Proposition 6.24 Assuming no measurable cardinal exists1 then there is no frame 












PROOF: Suppose such a frame E exists. Then Eis completely regular K-Lindelof 
for some cardinal K. Thus an E-complete frame is completely regular K-Lindelof. 
Now, any complete atomic Boolean algebra A>., for (regular) A> K is realcompact 
since A is nonmeasurable. However, A>. is clearly not E-complete. D 
Remark 6.24 
1. This answers a personal question of Husek to the author. 
2. Since all complete atomic Boolean algebras are also N-compact (under the 
assumption that no measurable cardinal exists), the proposition above also 
applies to N-compact frames, i.e. there is no frame E such that the N-
compact frames are precisely the E-complete frames. 
In [52] Husek showed that the class of all K-compact spaces is simple in Haus. 
We now show that the H,.-complete frames are exactly the K-LindelOf frames, 
where H,. is the frame of opens of Husek's space. 
Let Z>,+1 be the space JIX -{O} where IXI = A, JI is the unit interval and Ox = 0 
for all x EX. Let H>-+i be the frame of opens of Z>.+i· Note that OJI is a quotient 
of H>.+i and hence the H>.+i-regular frames are precisely the completely regular 
frames. 
Proposition 6.25 Let L be a completely regular frame and K a non-limit cardi-
nal. Then the H,.-nearness on a completely regular frame is exactly the nearness 
generated by all K-covers of cozero elements of L. 
PROOF: The subbasic opens of Z,. = Z>.+i are of the form 7r;1(U) = {z E Z,.lza E 
U} for some basic open U E OJI. (The map 7ra is the ath projection map.) Thus 
Z,. has a basis of cardinality stricty less than K, and hence H,. is K-Lindelof. Hence 
every uniform cover in the H,.-nearness of L is refined by a K-cover of cozero 
elements. 












a EA, there exists a frame homomorphism ha : OJI-+ L such that ha((O, 1]) =a. 
Define cp as follows: 
cp(U) = v { /\ ha; (Ui) I n 7r;;:/ (Ui) ~ U} 
l:Si:Sn l:Si:Sn 
where ai E A and Ui E OJI. 
Note that cp(7r;1(U)) = ha(U) and hence cp(7r;1((0, 1])) =a. We show that cp is 
a (0, /\, e)-homomorphism. If nl:Si:Sn 7f~ 1 (Ui) = 0, then there exists, t E {1, ... 'n} 
such that as = at and Us n Ut = 0 for s i= t. Thus ha. (Us n Ut) = 0 and hence 
cp((/J) = 0. Also, ha;((O, 1]) = ai, and 7r~ 1 ((0, 1]) ~ Z,,_, and so cp(Z,,_) = e since A is 
a cover. 
It is clear that cp is order-preserving, and thus cp(U n V) ~ cp(U) /\ cp(V). 
Suppose a::; cp(U) /\ cp(V). Then a::; ha1 (U1) /\ · · · /\ han (Un), where n 7r~
1 (Ui) ~ 
U and a::; hb1 (V1) /\ ··· /\ hbJVm), where n7rb;
1(Vi) ~ V. Thus n7r~/(Ui) n 
n 7r;;/(Vi) ~ Un V, and hence a E cp(U n V). 
We now show that cp takes covers to covers. Let {Wili E I} be a cover of Z,,_. 
Then, since 7r;1((0, 1]) << Z,,_, it follows that 7r;1((0, 1]) ~ Wi1 U · · · u Win· We 
may assume that these are basic opens, 
i.e. Wik = n 1<1.<n 7r;k
1 (Uk1· ), and so - - k J 
7r;;:1 ( (0, 1]) ~ LJ ( n 7r;;:k1 (Uki )) 
l:Sk:Sn l:Sj:Snk 
1 
n ( LJ 7r~~k (Ukrk)) 
rES l:Sk:Sn 
where S = {(r1, ... ,rn)ll::; rk::; nk}. Hence 7r;1((0, 1]) ~ Ui<k<n 7r;k~ (Ukrk) for 
- - k 
all r E S. Thus either a= ajki and Ujki = (0, 1], or a = a1ir11 = · · · = a11r11 and 












,~Yon c~n, h.,, (U•;)) 
v ( A <p(7r~~ (Uk;))) 
1'.Sk'.Sn 1'.Sj'.Snk 





It follows that a :::; ViEI <p(Wi) for all a E A and hence <p(Wi) covers L. 
Thus <p is an +,-valued Cauchy filter for the fine nearness on H,,, and hence the 
map h = <p0 : H,,,--+ L where <p0 (a) = V{<p(x)lx-< a} is a frame homomorphism. 
Furthermore, 
h(7r;1 ((0, 1]) V{<p(V)jV-< 7r; 1((0, 1])} 
> V{<p(7r;1(U))IU-< (o, 1]} 
V{ha(U)IU-< (0, 1]} 
ha( (0, 1]) 
a 
Thus, the frame homomorphism h takes the uniform cover U = {7r;;1 ((0, l])ja EA} 
to the cover A from which it follows that A is in the H,,,-nearness of L. D 
Proposition 6.26 Let L be a completely regular frame and let K, be a regular 
non-limit cardinal. Then the following are equivalent: 
1) L is /'1,-LindelOf. 
2) L is H,,,-complete. 
PROOF:(l) =?- (2) : The frame H,,, is /'\,-Lindelof, and hence closed quotients of 












(2) =? (1): Let M be a completely regular frame and suppose h: M---+ Lis a dense 
uniform surjection. It suffices to show that his codense (i.e. one-to-one). Suppose 
h(a) = e. Then a= V{clc E CozM, c -<-< a}. Thus, {h(c)lc E CozM, c -<-< a} 
is a cover of Land hence has a ,.,;-subcover {h(ci)li E J}. Applying the Axiom of 
Choice, we have di such that ci ..< di in CozM and di :::; a for each i E J. Since h 
is a uniform surjection, {h*h(ci)li E I} is a uniform cover of M. Now, since his 
dense, it follows that h* h( ci) :::; di, and thus, a = e. D 
Corollary 6.27 A completely regular frame L is ,.,;-Lindeli.if iff it is complete with 
respect to the nearness generated by all ,.,;-covers of cozero elements. Furthermore, 
the completely regular ,.,;-Lindelofication may be obtained by completing with respect 
to this nearness. 
6.6 11:-Compact frames 
In [43] Herrlich introduced the notion of a ,.,;-compact space for an infinite cardinal 
,.,;, as a common generalisation of compact and realcompact spaces. We present 
here the point-free analogue of this notion, as well as Hong's zero dimensionally 
,.,;-compactness. 
Consider the frame H"' = OZ"' introduced in the previous section, i.e. Z"' = 
J[x - {O} where X is a ,.,;-set and Oa = 0 for all a E X. Let H"' be the one-point 
compactification of H"', i.e. H"' is the frame of all <1-regular ideals in H"' where <1 
is the smallest strong inclusion on H"'. Note that H"'"" OTix. 












L, there exists a frame homomorphism h : fl"'~ j3L such that the square 
commutes. The maps JH,. and JL are join maps. Let J"' be the ideal generated 
by the set {7r~ 1 ((0, l])ja E X}. It is clear that J"' is maximal in it. We call 
a maximal ideal I E j3L a K;-point if I ~ h( J"') for any frame homomorphism 
h: H"' ~ L. 
Definition 6.28 Let L be any bounded distributive lattice. An ideal I in L is said 
to be K;-proper if VS =I= e for any K;-subset S of I. 
Proposition 6.29 The K;-points of j3L are precisely the K;-proper maximal ideals 
IE j3L. 
PROOF: Firstly note that the ideal J"' is not K;-proper since it is generated by a 
K;-cover. Thus h( J) is not K;-proper and hence any ideal containing h( J) is not 
K,-proper. 
On the other hand, if I is not K;-proper then there exist a K; cover A~ I. Thus there 
exists a frame homomorphism h : H"' ~ L such that h[7r~ 1 ( (0, 1]) la E X}] = A, 
and hence h[H"'] ~I. 0 
Remark 6.29 The w1-points of j3L are exactly the real points of j3L. 
The following proposition is a generalisation of Lemma 1 in [17] and is proved 
similarly. 
Proposition 6.30 Let L be a completely regular frame. Then the K;-proper maxi-












PROOF: Let J be a k-proper maximal ideal in CozL.. Then for any K;-set A, 
VA =I- e, and hence the ideal K generated by J and -!- V A is proper. Since J is 
maximal, it follows that J = K, i.e. VA E J. 
Conversely, let I be a maximal K;-ideal, and suppose a ~ I. Then, since Coz,,,L is 
regular, there exists b E Coz"'L - I such that b -< a. Thus there exists s E Coz"'L 
such that s /\ b = 0 and s V a = e. It follows that -!- sn -!- b ~ I and hence 
-!-s ~ I or -!-b ~ I since I is prime in 1l"'Coz"'L. Thus ts ~I since b ~ I and hence 
the ideal generated by I and a is e. Thus I is a maximal K;-proper ideal in Coz"'L.D 
Definition 6.31 A completely regular frame is called .K;-compact if every maximal 
K;-ideal in Coz"'L is completely proper. We denote the full subcategory of K;-compact 
frames by K;KFrm 
Remark 6.31 It is clear that a Tychonoff space X is K;-compact iff OX is K;-
compact. 
Proposition 6.32 The following are equivalent for a completely regular frame L: 
1) L is K-compact. 
2) Every frame homomorphism <.p : 1l"'Coz"'L -+ 2 factors through the join map 
JL : 1i"'Coz"'L-+ L. 
3) Every K-frame homomorphism Coz"'L-+ 2 extends to a frame homomorphism 
L-+ 2. 
PROOF: (1) ::::} (2): Let <.p : 1l"'Coz"'L -+ 2 be a frame homomorphism. Then 
<.p-1(0) is a maximal K..:ideal in Coz"'L and hence JL(<.p-1(0)) =/:- e 














Since JL is onto, it follows that JL(cp-1(0)) is maximal. Thus there exists a frame 
homomorphism r:p : L--+ 2 such that r:p · }L = cp. 
(2) =? (3): Let 'ljJ : Cozr;,L --+ 2 be a K-frame homomorphism. Then 1lr;,'l/J : 
1lr;,Cozr;,L--+ 2 is a frame homomorphism, which by our hypothesis factors through 
JL : 1lr;,Cozr;,L --+ L, i.e. there exists a frame homomorphism cp : L --+ 2 
such that }L · cp = 1lr;,'l/J· Now, if a E Cozr;,L, then .J, a E Cozr;,1lr;,Coz.r;,L, and 
cp(a) = cp · JL(.J,a) = 1lr;,'l/J(.J,a) = 'l/J(a). 
(3) =? (1): Suppose J is maximal in 1lr;,Cozr;,L. Then there exists a frame homo-
morphism 'PJ : 1lr;,Cozr;,L --+ 2 such that 'PJ(J) = 0. This restricts to a K-frame 
homomorphism tpJ : Cozr;,L --+ L, which by our hypothesis extends to a frame 
homomorphism cp : L --+ 2. 
J 
'PJ 1lr;,Cozr;,L 2 
~/. 
L 
Now, cp(V J) = JL · cp(J) = 'PJ(J) = 0. Thus VJ -j. e. 0 
Corollary 6.33 A Boolean frame L is K-compact iff every K-frame homomor-
phism L --+ 2 is a frame homomorhism. 
PROOF: If Lis Boolean, then Cozr;,L = L. 0 
Remark 6.33 The special case of the above result where K = w1 appears in [17]. 
Proposition 6.34 Let L be a completely regular frame. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
1) L is 1>:-compact. 












PROOF: (1) ::::} (2): Consider the commuting square 
Since SL · JL is onto, it follows that SjL is onto. It now suffices to show that 
SJL is codense. Suppose sjL(s'H,.Coz,.L(I)) = e. Then SL· JL(I) = e and thus I is 
not contained in a maximal ideal. Thus s'H,.Coz,.L(I) = e. 
(2) ::::} (1): Suppose I is maximal in tlK,CozK,L. Then s'H,.Coz,.L(I) i= e. Since SjLis 
an isomorphism, it follows that SL · JL(I) i= e and hence jL(I) i= e. 0 
Corollary 6.35 Every K,-compact frame is K,-LindelOf. 
PROOF: This follows directly from the last part of Proposition 3.32. 0 
Corollary 6.36 The category K,KFrm is a corefiective subcategory of CRK,LindFrm 
with corefiection maps given by the relatively spatial reflection of JL : tlK,CozK,L ---+ L. 
PROOF: This follows imm diately from Proposition 6.34 and Proposition 3.32 
since CRK,LindFrm is a strict coreflective subcategory of CRFrm. 0 
We shall denote the K,-compactification of a completely regular frame L by 
1L : vK,L ---+ L. 
Corollary 6.37 The category K,KFrm is the relatively spatial hull of CRK,LindFrm 
in CRFrm. 
We may obtain the analogous results for the zero dimensional case. As with 












JXI = "'' and Oa = 0 for each a E X. Denote by fl~+I the one-point compactifi-
cation of H~+i · Let J~ be the ideal in H~+i generated by the cover C = {]a Ja E X}. 
For any zero dimensional frame L and any frame homomorphism h : H~ ---+ L, 
there exists a frame homomorphism h : fl~ ---+ ( L such that the square 
commutes. We call a maximal ideal I E ( L a zero dimensional K,-point if I f. h( J~) 
for any frame homomorphism h : H~ ---+ L. 
Proposition 6.38 The zero dimensional K,-points of (L are precisely the K,-proper 
maximal ideals IE (L. 
PROOF: The proof is similar to that of Proposition 6.29 and is therefore omitted.D 
Remark 6.38 The zero dimensional w1-points are exactly the natural points of 
(L. 
The following results are analogous to 6.30 to 6.36 and are therefore stated 
without proof 
Proposition 6.39 Let L be a zero dimensional frame. Then the /\,-proper maximal 
ideals in IIBL are exactly the maximal K,-ideals in IIBL. 
Definition 6.40 A zero dimensional frame is called zero dimensionally K,-compact 
if every maximal K,-ideal in IIBL is completely proper. The full subcategory of zero 
dimensionally K,-compact frames is denoted by OD"'KFrm. 
Remark 6.40 A zero dimensional space X is zero dimensionally K,-compact iff 












Proposition 6.41 The following are equivalent for a zero dimensional frame L: 
1) L is zero dimensionally /'\,-compact. 
2} Every frame homomorphism r.p : tl,JJ>"'L -t 2 factors through the join map 
JL : tl"'B"'L -t L. 
3) Every K,-frame homomorphism B"'L -t 2 extends to a frame homomorphism 
L-t 2. 
Corollary 6.42 A Boolean frame L is zero dimensionally K,-compact iff every K,-
frame homomorphism L -t 2 is a frame homomorphism. 
Proposition 6.43 Let L be a zero dimensional frame. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
1} L is zero dimensionally /'\,-compact. 
2} The map SjL : Stl"'"IR"'L -t SL is an isomorphism. 
Proposition 6.44 The category ODK,KFrm is a corefiective subcategory of the 
category ODK,LindFrm with corefiection maps given by the relatively spatial re-
flection of JL : tl"'"IR"'L -t L. 
We shall denote the zero dimensionally /),-compact coreflection of a zero dimen-
sional frame L by 1L : v"'L -t L. 
It is true that all zero dimensional /'\,-compact frames are zero dimensionally 
/'\,-compact. This follows from the fact that "IR"'L ~ Coz"'L. The converse is how-
ever not in general true. Some well-known spatial counterexamples exist. The 
following result is due to Hong and appears in [49]. Our proof makes use of our 












Proposition 6.45 A strongly zero dimensional frame L is /'\,-compact iff L is zero 
dimensionally K,-compact. 
PROOF: If Lis strongly zero dimensional, then CozKL rv JIBKL for K, > w. It follows 
that every maximal ideal I in CozKL is completely proper iff every maximal ideal 
in JIBKL is completely proper. D 
6.7 11:-Pseudocompact frames 
It is well known that for spaces realcompactness coincides with 'compactness in the 
presence of pseudocompactness. This was shown to be true f r frames as well [62], 
[17]. In this section we discuss a generalisation of the notion of pseudocompactness 
as well as how this relates to K,-compactness and compactness. 
Definition 6.46 Let K, > w. A completely regul r frame L is K,-pseudocompact if 
CozKL is a compact K,-frame. 
Remark 6.46 A frame L is pseudocompact iff L is w1-pseudocompact. 
Proposition 6.47 Let K, > w. Then a completely regular frame Lis K,-pseudocompact 
if! 1-lKCozKL is compact. 
PROOF: This follows from the fact that the functors 1-lK and CozK preserve com-
pactness. D 
Proposition 6.48 Let K, > w. Then a completely regular frame Lis K,-pseudocompact 
if! L is HK-pseudocompact. ( c.f. Definition 5.18.) 
PROOF: ( ==? ): Suppose CozKL is compact. Note that HK is /'\,-Lindelof and hence 













Now, 1-{,KCozKL is compact, and hence <{J is bounded. Thus <pis bounded. 
(-¢=): Let A be a 11;-cover of L consisting of elements of CozKL. Let HK be the 
frame of opens of the space ZK = 2A - {0}. Now, the frame homomorphism cp : 
HK--+ L defined in Proposition 6.25 is bounded. Thus e = cp(VisiSn 7r~ 1 ((0, 1))) = 
VisiSn cp(7r~ 1 ((0, 1))) = VisiSn ai· Hence CozKL is compact. D 
Proposition 6.49 For a 11;-pseudocompact frame L, the following 'are equivalent: 
1) L is compact. 
2) L is spatial and 11;-Lindelof. 
3) L is spatial and 11;-compact. 
PROOF: (1) ==?- (2) ==?- (3): Trivial. Note that a compact regular frame is spatial 
by the Boolean Ultrafilter Theorem. 
(3) ==?- (1): Since L is 11;-pseudocompact, it follows that CozKL is compact and 
hence 1-{,KCozKL is compact and consequently spatial. Thus, since L is spatial, we 
have L rv SL~ S1iKCoz,,,L rv 1i,,,CozKL. Hence L is compact. D 
The analogous results for the zero dimensional case are proved similarly. We 
shall omit the proofs here. 
Definition 6.50 A zero dimensional frame L is called zero dimensionally 11;-pseudo-
compact if BKL is a compact 11;-frame. 
Remark 6.50 
1. It is clear that a zero dimensionally 11;-pseudocompact frame is zero dimen-
sionally 11;-pseudocompact. The two notions coincide for strongly zero di-
mensional frames. 













Proposition 6.51 A zero dimensional frame is zero dimensionally K,-pseudocompact 
iff 1-l,,,'IR,,,L is compact. 
Proposition 6.52 Let ,.., > w. Then a zero dimensional frame L is zero dimen-
sionally K,-pseudocompact iff L is H~ -pseudocompact. 
Proposition 6.53 For a zero dimensionally K,-pseudocompact frame L, the fol-
lowing are equivalent: 
1) L is compact. 
2) L is spatial and K,-LindelOf. 
3) L is spatial and zero dimensionally K,-compact. 
6.8 E-compact frames 
We state the following result which appears as Lenima 8 in [17] for uniform frames. 
It is easily checked that the result also holds for nearness frames: 
Lemma 6.54 For any completion h : f\I[ -+ L of nearness frames h( s) =/= e for 
each maximal s E M iff each Cauchy filter in L converges . . 
. If a frame Lis endowed with its E-nearness, we shall call a Cauchy filter in L 
an E-Cauchy filter in L. 
Proposition 6.55 The following are equivalent for an E-regular frame L: 
1) Every E-Cauchy filter in L converges. 
2) 'YL(m) =/= e for every maximal m EGEL. 












Corollary 6.58 Every E-complete frame is E-compact. 
Corollary 6.59 The category EKFrm is the relatively spatial hull of ECFrm in 
ERFrm. 
Proposition 6.60 The E-compactification of a spatial frame is spatial. 
PROOF: This follows from the general fact that the relatively spatial extension of 
a spatial frame is spatial. (See the remark after Lemma 3 in [16].) D 
Proposition 6.61 The spatial reflection of an E-compact frame is E-compact. 
PROOF: Suppose Lis E-compact. Let SL : L---+ SL be the spatial reflection of L. 
Since Lis E-compact, there is a unique °SL: L---+ VEL such that isL ·°SL= SL 
L SL SL 
~ jisL 
VESL 
Now, we know that vESL is spatial, and so there exists a map h : SL---+ vESL 
such that h · SL = BL· Now, isL · h · SL = isL · °SL = SL and since SL is epic, it 
follows that isL · h = idsL· Thus isL is epic section and hence an isomorphism.D 
Corollary 6.62 The spatial E-compact frames are precisely those frames that are 
spatial reflections of E-complete frames. 
PROOF: Suppose L is spatial E-compact. Then L '.::::'. SL,....., SCEL. Thus L is the 
spatial reflection of GEL. 
The converse follows from the fact that E-complete frames are E-compact and the 












Corollary 6.63 i) The spatial K,-compact frames are exactly those frames that 
are spatial re.fiections of K,-LindelOf frames. 
ii) The spatial zero dimensionally K,-compact frames are exactly those frames that 
are spatial reflections of zero dimensional K,-Lindelof frames. 
PROOF: This follows from the fact that the K,-compact (respectively zero dimen-
sionally K,-compact) frames are exactly the H"-compact (respectively H~-compact) 
frames. 0 
Proposition. 6.64 Let E be a Hausdorff space. Then an E-regular space X is 
E-compact iff OX is OE-compact. 
PROOF: Suppose ox is OE-compact. Then ax~ SOX rv S'YoEOX. Consider 
the diagrall!: 
where the coproduct is taken over all frame homomorphisms i,fJ : OE --+ OX and 
the map v is a closed quotient. Now, X is a closed subspace of a power of E since 
O(TI E) ,...., S(ffi OE) and OX~ S'YoEOX. Thus Xis E-compact. 
Conversly, suppose X is E-compact. Then X is (isomorphic to) a closed subspace 
of TIE, the product being taken over all continuous functions f : X --+ E. Thus 
OX is a closed quotient of O(TI E) ~ S(ffi OE). It follows that SCoEOX ~OX 
and hence from Proposition 6.61 OX is E-compact. 0 
Corollary 6.65 Let E be a Hausdorff space, and let X be an E-regular space. If 












PROOF: Since VoEOX is spatial, the result follows from the co-universal proper-
ties of VoEOX -t OX and OvEX -t OX. 0 
6.9 £-Compact frames 
Definition 6.66 Let £ be any class of frames. We call a frame L £-regular if 
L is a quotient of a copower of members of £. An £-regular frame L is called 
£-complete if L is a closed quotient of a copower of members of£. 
Exampl~s 
1. Let £ be the class of all Boolean algebras. Then the £-regular frames are 
the zero dimensional frames. 
2. (Rosicky and Smarda) Let £ be the class of all open-set lattices of T 1 spaces. 
Then the £-regular frames are the T 1 rames as defined in Section 3.3. 
Definition 6.67 Let £ be a class of regular frames. Then a dense extension h : 
M -t L is called a CE-extension if for any frame homomorphism <p : E -t L, 
where EE£ there exists a frame homomorphism rp: E -t M such that h · rp = <p. 
Definition 6.68 Let L be a regular frame,and let£ be a class of regular frames. 
Then the nearness generated by the covers 1.pi[C1]/\· · ·/\<pk[Ck], where 'Pi: Ei -t L, 
Ei E £ are frame homomorphisms and Ci E Cov(Ei) is called the £-nearness of 
L. 
Note that the members of the £-nearness of Lare the images of uniform covers 













Proposition 6.69 Let£ be a class of regular frames! and L an £-regular frames. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
1) L is £-complete. 
2) Every Cc-extension of L is an isomorphism. 
3) L is complete in its £-nearness. 
PROOF: The proof is similar to that of Proposition 6.4 and is therefore omitted.D 
Since completion is coreflective for strong nearness frames, it follows that the 
category of all £-complete frames, denoted by £CFrm is coreflective in the cat-
egory £RFrm of all £-regular frames. In fact, since every frame homomorphism 
has a unique regular mono-epi factorisation, it follows that the cateogries £KFrm 
for some class £of frames are exactly the monocoreflective subcategories of Frm. 
Proposition 6. 70 Let£ be the class of all complete Boolean algebras. Then the £-
complete frames are those zero dimensional frames for which every cover is refined 
by a partition. 
PROOF: We know that for any single complete atomic Boolean algebra AK with 
K, atoms, the AK-complete frames are the zero dimensional frames for which every 
cover is refined by a K,-partition. Taking the class of all atomic Boolean algebras, 
we obtain the zero dimensional frames for which every cover is refined by a par-
tition. Now, every complete Boolean algebra satisfies this condition, and so the 
result follows. D 
Remark 6.70 
1. A zero dimensional frame is strongly zero dimensional if every finite cozero 
cover is refined by a finite partition. Thus the £-complete frames (where£ is 












If every cover is refined by a partition, then in particular every finite cozero 
cover is refined by a partition. But this means that every finite cozero cover 
is refined by a finite partition. 
2. We arrived at this result as well as the preceding proposition after some 
discussion with A. Hager. 
Proposition 6. 71 Let £ be a class of regular frames. Then the following are 
equivalent for an £-regular frame L: 
1) Every £-Cauchy filter in L converges. 
2) !'L(a) =I= e for every maximal a E CeL. 
3) The map S')'L : SCeL---+ SL is an isomorphism. 
4) Every frame homomorphism rp: CeL---+ 2 factors through the completion map 
/'L : CeL---+ L. 
PROOF: The proof is similar to that of Proposition 6.55 and is therefore omitted.D 
Definition 6. 72 £-regular frames satisfying the equivalent conditions in Proposi-
tion 6. 71 are called £-compact frames. 
Corollary 6. 73 The category £KFrm is the relatively spatial hull of £CFrm 
in £RFrm and is the ref ore corefiective in £RFrm with corefiection given by the 
relatively spatial reflection of the completion map /'L : CeL ---+ L. 
Proposition 6.74 Let£ be a class of Hausdorff spaces, and let 0£ denote the 













Corollary 6. 75 Let P be the class of all zero dimensional frames L such that 
every cover of L is refined by a partition, and let P be the relatively spatial hull of 
P in ODFrm. Then P n Ob(SpFrm) is exactly the class of all spatial N-compact 
frames, assuming no measurable cardinal exists. 
PROOF: Let £ the the class of all discrete spaces. Now, OE is the class of all 
complete atomic Boolean algebras, and hence from Proposition 6. 70, the class P 
is the class of all OE-complete frames. Hence P is the class of all OE-compact 
frames. Now, a space X is £-compact iff OX is OE-compact. If no measurable 
cardinal exists then the class of all £-compact spaces is precisely the class of all 
N-compact spaces. It follows that the class of all spatial frames in P is exactly the 
class of all spatial N-compact spaces. D 
Remark 6. 75 Since N E P ~ P, it follows that the class of all N-compact frames 












6.10 Remarks and unsolved problems 
1. The frame-theoretic versions of Husek's and Hong's spaces, H,,. and H~ re-
spectively are defined only for non-limit regular cardinals. Husek's [52] orig-
inal results covered all infinite cardinals by way of the following result: 
Theorem 1 (Husek [52}) Let K, be. a limit cardinal number greater than N0 
and let M be a co.final set in the set of infinite cardinals less than 11,. Assume 
that for each m E M there is a topological space Pm such that (Pm)-compact 
spaces are just m-compact spaces. Then (TimEM Pm)-compact spaces are just 
/'\,-compact spaces. 
A natural way to extend our frame-theoretic results to cover the limit car-
dinals as well would be by way of a theorem similiar to that of Rusek. Is it 
true that for any limit cardinal K, > N0 and cofinal set M of cardinals less 
than K, the /'\,-Lindelof frames are simply the ( EB>.EM H.x)-corilplete frames? 
.(Note that the frame EB>.EM H.x need not be spatial.) 
2. The Axiom of Countable Choice (ACC) states that every countable family 
of nonempty sets has a choice function. In [79] G. Schlitt proved that ACC 
holds iff the coproduct of regular LindelOf frames is LindelOf and the discrete 
space of integers is Lindelof, and consequently ACC holds iff N-complet·e 
implies Lindelof iff .C(IR.)-complete implies LindelOf. See also [12]. 
It is conceivable that a variant of this axiom by replacing 'countable family' 
with 'K,-family' may be equivalent to each of the statements H,,.-complete 
implies /'\,-Lindelof, H~-complete implies /'\,-Lindelof and A,_-complete implies 
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